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ABSTRACT 

RENDERED 3D GRAPHICAL EXPLORATION OF MULTIVARIATE DATA BASED 
ON TRUNCATED OCTAHEDRON BINNING, GRAY-LEVEL IMAGE 
PROCESSING AND COGNOSTICS 

Zijing Zhang, Ph.D. 

George Mason University, 2017 

Dissertation Director: Dr. Daniel B. Carr 

 

This dissertation develops 3D visualization methods for exploratory analysis of 

data sets with moderately large sample sizes and a modest number of variables. The 

methodology features the use of binning into truncated octahedron cells. Truncated 

octahedrons are the best regular space filling polytope from a quantization perspective. A 

cell shares faces with all of its 14 first neighbor cells so the polytope has geometric and 

algorithmic merits. Binning is fast so can accommodate very large samples sizes.  

The dissertation’s example 3D exploratory graphics are based on data from two 

simulation studies. One study addresses colliding galaxies and the other addresses the 

mapping of multi-basin protein energy landscapes. These examples feature distance at 

galactic and atomic scales. In both of these situations, human insight related to distance 

has a reasonable chance of making a contribution. The research develops new gray-level 

thinning algorithms to bring out features in the 3D graphics and to compute cognostics 
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that can prioritize the collection of 3D margin plots for analyst review. Other neighbor-

to-neighbor algorithms yield patterns shown using thin 3D tubes to limit the amount of 

3D occlusion.  

The research has developed an R package that includes functions and structure 

elements that support binning cases in truncated octahedron cells, computing statistics for 

cell data, gray-level image processing for tasks such as thinning, calculating thinning-

based cognostics and rendering results using Rgl. 
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CHAPTER 1.  INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Problem Statement 

The challenge addressed here is the development of rendered 3D statistical graphics for 

use in data exploration. In this era of big data, many simple-structure cases by variables are too 

big to explore other than by peering at selected results through the lenses of models. The focus 

here is limited to using and developing methodology for fairly large sample sizes and very 

modest number of variables, where cognostics can scan through all triples of continuous 

variables in virtual plots to prioritize the plot for human review.      

Rendered 3D graphics have not received a lot of attentions in the statistical graphics 

community. There are exceptions such as lighting model rendering two variable density surface 

plots, alpha contours and their derivatives (Scott, 1992 and Wegman, Luo and Carr, 1992). There 

has been substantial work in producing animated multivariate view of scatterplot matrices and 

using projection pursuit, grand tour, or random tour algorithms. Typically these point displays 

lack 3D lighting model depth cues that are helpful in depth perception. Ware and Mitchell (2008) 

address the merit of rotation, stereo and the lighting model depth in the visualization of 3D 

network.     

The drawback of 3D graphics is often centered round the problem of occlusion with 

objects in front hiding those behind. This can be partially addressed by featuring lines rather the 

polygons when they suffice and by dynamic interaction tools such filtering rotation and zooming.  
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The recognition of data utility in this era of big data has motivated the development data 

analytics methods and computational approaches to deal with dramatic growth of data sets sizes. 

A problem is that data analysis automation increasingly reduces the roles of data analysts in the 

data analysis process while data analyst contributions can still be important.    

As partially indicated below, the historical statistical development of data analytic 

methodology and the choice of methods for a particular data set were substantially influenced by 

data analysts’ looking for and finding patterns in statistical graphics. The statistical graphics 

community flourished for a while and developed visualization methodology for data exploration, 

hypothesis generation, model criticism and communication. Today the analyst’s visualization 

role continues to decline partially due to the challenging nature of big data and the increasing 

complexity of models. The challenge here is to make use of computational methods to extend the 

range of data analysts’ vision - based contributions in more modest settings.  

The visualization of multivariate data using scatterplot matrices has received considerable 

attentions. In the1980’s the scatterplot matrices were a widely used visualization design, whose 

adequacy under stress because the number variables, p, in a data set was growing. The number of 

2D scatterplots was p choose 2. There was going to be more and more data sets with too many 

plots for the analyst’s to review. An influential unpublished talk by Paul Tukey and John Tukey 

suggested and illustrated that computers could find patterns virtual plots of likely interest to 

analysts and use this to prioritize plots for human review. Subsequent methodology this appears 

with labels scagnostics and cognostics further described. This dissertation focuses attentions on 

exploratory graphics select cognostics for 3D data. 

Visualization is an important complement to statistical analysis. Ripley (2005) stated, 

“Finding ways to visualize datasets can be as important as ways to analyze them.” Here the 
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visualization refers to the process of transforming information in data into a visual form and 

enables researchers to perceive the valuable content and structure of information. This 

emphasizes the intimate connection among human visual perception, cognition and decision-

making ability.  

Card et al. (1999) indicated, “Used effectively, visualization can accelerate perception of 

data. By designing visualizations with human strengths and weaknesses in mind, it is possible to 

exploit people’s natural ability to recognize structure and patterns, and circumvent human 

limitations in memory and attentions.”  Chen (2006) declared. “The holy grail of information 

visualization is to make the insights stand out from otherwise chaotic and noisy data.”   

With regard to large multivariate data sets in multi-dimensions, human visual perception 

and cognition have limits. For example, the bandwidth of visible light is narrow in 

electromagnetic spectrum. Wegman and Carr (1993) emphasize the ultimate limits of human 

perceptual capability and considered the restrictions placed on statistical displays. Eick and 

Karr’s (2002) outline both the limits of perception and the limits of the then current equipment.  

We humans perceive the world as 3D because we are able to move in three dimensions 

and the objects we interact with have three dimensions. Card et al. (1999) discuss the comparison 

between 2D and 3D spatial encodings and show that more cases can be presented in 3D than 2D. 

Stereoscopic display provides a platform for analyst to escape from 2D visualization into the 

world of 3D visualization. Nonetheless, compared with 2D, 3D graphs often suffer from 

problems of occlusion, where objects closer to the viewer may hide more distance objects from 

view, and the dense collection of objects can obscure their distributions. Transparency via alpha 

blending and masking provide limited help. 3D graphs also involve more challenges both in 

implementation and design. 3D implementations significantly require more processing power 
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and involve more parameters to define objects, surface properties, lighting models, locations, and 

motions. It emphasizes the importance of the research in converting patterns in 3D data into 

cognitively useful forms. In exploratory data analysis, the exploratory phase of data analysis is 

conducted before the confirmatory phase, and it is desirable to attempt to confirm the results 

after the exploratory phase is completed. Analysts view the plots, draw conclusions, and decide 

what to do next. The definer of the phrase exploratory data analysis John W. Tukey (1980) 

states,  “Exploratory data analysis’ is an attitude, a state of flexibility, a willingness to look for 

those things that we believe are not there, as well as those we believe to be there.” Jones (1986) 

reinforced, “Three of the main strategies of data analysis are: 1. Graphical presentation. 2. 

Provision of flexibility in viewpoint and in facilities, 3. Intensive search for parsimony and 

simplicity.”  

Visualization is essential for exploratory data analysis. It employs a verity of techniques. 

Scatterplot is one of the widely understood and important graphics tools for revealing the 

underlying structure of bivariate data, as well as its loess-enhanced version proposed by 

Cleveland (1993). Scatterplot allows analysts to simultaneously inspect for linear or non-linear 

relationships, clustering, and degree of correlation by graphing two variables against each other 

in a 2D Cartesian coordinate plot, where the data are directly encoded without being 

summarized. 

An intuitive generalization of scatterplot is 3D scatterplot for trivariate data, which is 

obtained by plotting the triple as points in a 3D Cartesian coordinate system. With the help of 

animation, typically dynamic rotation, the 3D scatterplot can reveal some 3D structures and 

occasionally all of the 3D structures when the data set has small sample size. 
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To visualize 𝑝 variables, a scatterplot matrix, variously called a SPLOM is obtained by 

arranging the scatterplots for all 𝑝(𝑝 − 1) ordered pairs of variables in a symmetric matrix 

format.  Scatterplot matrix is a commonly employed visualization technique to display the 

correlation between a pair of variables. This display was published by Hartigan (1975) and 

popularized by Tukey (1985) and his associates at Bell Laboratories. Scatterplot matrices 

provide an effective tool for exploring multivariate data. However, as Friedman and Stuetzle 

(2002) note, scatterplot matrices can easily run out of space and become unwieldy when there are 

many variables.  They suffer from limitations of visual resolution and the challenge of 

multiplicity in visual exploration. Although the defect can be improved with the help of pan and 

zoom controls and color representation, it is impractical to investigate patterns in 𝑝(𝑝 − 1) 

scatterplots when the number of plotted points it large. Moreover, the pixel of scatterplot 

matrices is limited when presenting multi-dimensional data. Thus, it is pivotal to create graphics 

and visualization techniques that are able to gain insights into the structural relationship among 

three or more variables.  

John and Paul Tukey (1983) promote an exploratory graphical method that they call 

cognostics. Cognostics stands for a computer guiding diagnostics with focus on prioritizing a 

large number of plots for human visualization. John Tukey describes the idea and example 

focusing on cognostics for scatterplot matrices by coining the quote  “A ‘cognostic’ is diagnostic 

to be interpreted by a computer rather than by a human. If we tell our system 'here is some 100-

variable data - of the 4950 scatter plots of one variable against another, show me the 50 most 

interesting ones' only a computing system well-fitted with cognostics to reveal the 

interestingness of scatter diagrams can respond to our request.”  The later work called 
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"scagnostics" for scatterplots combines the scatterplot and cognostics. This dissertation chooses 

to use the term cognostics for examples that use image-processing methods.    

Cognostics is an exploratory graphical method and is based on a set of measures 

characterizing a 2D scatterplot. Trelliscope packages in R provide cognostics for different types 

of graphs. While most of the works focus on cognostics for two continuous variables, this 

dissertation differs by addressing three continuous variables in different settings. Cognostics are 

computed from ‘virtual’ plots, so it is important to produce cognitively accessible plots.     

Examining large amounts of multivariate data introduces the challenging task of density 

exploration involving subset selection and subset comparison. An alternative approach is to 

sample the data. Clearly, sampling reduces the load of display problems and provides 

opportunities of cross-validation. However, it may hide or omit aspects of fine structure such as 

outliers and local modes that can be retained in density representations. Sampling is a powerful 

approach to estimate density, but it is more useful for analysts to look at the whole data set. 

There are two classical approaches in the study of nonparametric multivariate density estimation: 

multivariate kernel estimation and binned-type estimation. Both of these approaches have their 

detractors. However, the good side of bin estimators is the computational efficiency. 

As the number of plots to view large number of variables increases dramatically, the 

problems of computing speed, plotting speed and over-plotting arise. Carr at al. (1987) proposed 

hexagon binning in 2D setting. The merits of binning are the avoidance of overplotting, the 

better representation of local density, faster computations of many statistics based on using 

count-weighted bin locations rather the individual points.  Binning facilitates visualizing large 

sample size data sets with a modest number of variables in scatterplot matrices. The binning idea 

extends to 3D using a three-dimensional regular polytope known as truncated octahedron. Carr 
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(1991) discusses their geometric and visual merits of hexagons and truncated octahedrons in 2D 

and 3D, respectively as compared to squares and cubes. Hexagons and truncated octahedrons are 

roundest regular polygons and polytopes that tessellate the respective dimensions.  Binning with 

truncated octahedrons is the foundation for the subsequent image processing operations and 

cognostics exploration in this dissertation. 

 

1.2 Contributions 

This dissertation develops 3D visualization methods for exploratory analysis of data sets 

with moderately large sample sizes and a modest number of variables. Large data size due to the 

consideration of all triples of variables often causes the problems of overplotting and plotting 

speed, and the goal of identifying interesting patterns and graphic features in a dynamic system is 

hampered.   

To address moderate to large 3D data sets, this dissertation starts by binning the data into 

truncated octahedron cells to obtain nonparametric density estimates in more efficient way. 

Binning at different scales supports the visualization of data structure at different scales. 

Commonly using 3D binning may start by linear scaling of the variables and binning the values 

into cubes that partition the transformed data space. The centroids of these cubes are a finite cube 

lattices. This dissertation focuses on an alternative lattice as a basis binning, the body-centered 

cube (BCC) lattice. The nearest neighbor region of BCC lattice is the truncated octahedron. As 

what I address in Chapter 2, there is a coding theory merit to use this lattice for 3D binning. 

Conway and Sloane (1982) illustrate that truncated octahedrons partition 3D space with the 

smallest dimensionless second moment of all dimension filling polytopes. Binning data into 
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truncated octahedrons can overcome the general problem of overplotting and plotting speed 

raised in large 3D data sets. 

This dissertation develops density-based image processing algorithms (i.e., erosion and 

thinning) applied on binned data to reveal patterns of interest in 3D. The dissertation adapts of 

grey-level image processing procedures such as erosion and thinning to produce linear (skeletal) 

and planar structures that are shown in visualizations and used in computing statistical 

summaries called cognostics. It uses the cognostics to prioritize the 3D graphics for review.  

Previous hexagon cognostics (Carr 1991) focused low count cells by protecting high 

count cells containing a specified fraction of all counts (such as 95 percent) from the erosion and 

thinning process.  This speeded processing.  However, there may be interesting structure in high 

counts cells. This dissertation takes a look at the changes in cognostics when varying the percent 

protected. 

This dissertation develops new thinning algorithms for thinning the binned data into both 

string structure and planar structure. Thinning into plane has rarely been done in the field of 3D 

visualization. The criteria behind algorithms are defined on the first occupancy pattern of 

truncated octahedrons.  

This dissertation also offers methods to obtain basic descriptive statistics for bin results. 

Description statistics developed here include the number of clusters, their size in term of the 

number of cell, and the cluster type. This facet of descriptions is mentioned because the 

expanded cells produced by the smoothing procedure may change the structure of clusters by 

connecting occupied clusters and disconnecting empty clusters. Other fundamental descriptive 

statistics involving mean and standard deviation are easy to compute.  
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The 3D graphics here includes 3D margin views from data sets with a modest number of 

variables. This dissertation develops cognostics computed from virtual graphics to prioritize the 

collection of 3D margin plots for analyst review.  

Wilkinson et al. (2005) develops nine scagnostics measures defined on planar proximity 

graphs, and uses binning for 2D scagnostics. The particular focus here is on 3D binning in 

truncated octahedrons. 3D binning can be used as a basis for computing cognostics. This 

dissertation conveys the idea of cognostics (Tukey’s, 1983) to 3D and provides the hierarchical 

arrangement of cognostics that is informative in determining the 3D structure of the data. 

However, it is challenging when our domain knowledge is limited.  The goal is to provide access 

to detailed information in low-density regions. It is also of interest to track the tendency of low-

density region by looking at the distributions of cognostics measures themselves.  

This dissertation develops practical graphical displays that are helpful in the exploratory 

analysis of multivariate data sets and are suitable for presentation and communication settings. 

The graphics methods developed here are applied to different fields involving merging galaxy 

simulation and exploration of protein folding energy. The test results are demonstrated in the 

form of snaps shots obtained from Rgl and Glisten. Glisten is software developed by Dr. Carr to 

visualize the animation and structure of the data in 3D setting. Rgl is a 3D visualization device 

system in R.  

I developed an R package called TObin that provides functions for truncated octahedron 

binning, density-based image processing, Rgl plotting. The package also includes data structures 

for showing truncated octahedron first neighbor occupancy patterns and developing new thinning 

algorithm related the 16384 possible first neighbors occupancy patterns. R function output can be 

exported to provide input in 3D visualization software such as Glisten (ref), which was also used 
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to produce graphics in this dissertation.   

 

1.3 Organization 

In this chapter, the problem and goals have been presented. The rest of the dissertation is 

organized as follows. In Chapter 2, background and related methods are introduced. In Chapter 

3, truncated octahedron binning-based image processing algorithms are discussed. Chapter 4 

addresses exploratory cognostics and visualizations that are built based on structure revealing 

algorithms. The graphical examples addressing colliding galaxy simulations and the simulation 

based mapping of multi-basin protein energy landscapes are presented in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 

provides conclusion and indicates future work.  
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CHAPTER 2.  BACKGROUND 

The use of nonparametric multivariate density estimation can aid the goal of 

understanding the important density features hidden in the data. This chapter provides an 

overview and a brief discussion of fundamental nonparametric multivariate density estimators, as 

well as a description of visualization techniques for multivariate data and related issues that 

motivated 2D and 3D binning and the development of new algorithms in chapters 3 and 4.  

 

2.1 Kernel Density Estimates, Histogram and ASH Estimates 

A natural use of multivariate density estimates is in the exploration and presentation of a 

given set of low dimensional data. Multivariate density estimates provide valuable indication of 

features such as outliers, local modes and gaps in the data. In the field of density estimation, 

nonparametric multivariate density estimation is challenging. Nonparametric methodology 

provides a convenient approach for approximating in a large class of unknown densities, at a cost 

of less efficient estimation when the correct parametric form is known. Scott (1992) describes a 

variety of multivariate density estimation problems in theory and practice and shows 

visualization techniques. Multivariate density estimation has two major approaches: 1) kernel 

density estimation and 2) histogram and average shifted histogram (ASH) estimation. All 

approaches have different merits and application areas. 
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2.1.1 Kernel Density Estimates 

Kernel method was introduced by Rosenblatt (1956) and Parzen (1962) with the earlier 

work by Fix and Hodges (1951). Given a kernel function, 𝐾 𝑡 , which is a symmetric probability 

density function, the kernel density estimate is defined by 

 

                     𝑓! 𝑥 = !
!!

𝐾 !!!!
!

= !
!

𝐾! 𝑥 − 𝑥!!
!!!

!
!!!                                (1) 

 

𝐾! 𝑡 =
! !

!
!

  is the kernel density transformed by the scale factor (ℎ), which is also called the 

bandwidth parameter.  

Multivariate extensions of the kernel approach generally depend on the product kernel. 

For example, with bivariate data { 𝑥! ,𝑦! , 𝑖 = 1,…𝑛}, the product kernel estimator is 

 

             𝑓! 𝑥,𝑦 = !
!

𝐾!! 𝑥 − 𝑥! 𝐾!! 𝑦 − 𝑦!
!
!!!                                           (2) 

  

The graphical use of multivariate kernel estimation helps to understand the structure of 

the data. It is not necessary to minimize the mean square error estimate of the true underlying 

density.   

Visualization using kernel density estimates fits purposes for graphical rendering of 

density surfaces and contours, and aids to know surface normal, gradients and tangent planes. 

However, for straight density estimation, the amount of computation increases exponentially 

with dimension but it is still feasible to do the gradient trace. 
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2.1.2 Histogram and ASH Estimates 

Another common density estimation technique that most analysts are familiar with is the 

histogram, which is a simple visualization of data. It works by splitting the sample space into 

bins, counting the number of samples fall into each bin, and dividing the counts by the total 

number of samples. If the bins are fixed and more data are provided, it can be anticipated that the 

relative frequency for each bin will converge on the bin's probability according to the law of 

large number. 

Scott (1992) discusses the asymptotic 𝐿!- theory of histograms and the choice of fixed 

binwidths (ℎ) and the number of bins, 𝑘. Given a set of observations from ℝ!, consider a series 

of hyper-rectangular bins whose sides are ℎ!, ℎ!,… , ℎ! . If bin 𝐵! contains 𝑣! points with 

𝑉!! = 𝑛, then the histogram evaluated at 𝑋 is expressed by 

 

                           𝑓 𝑥 = !!
!!!!!…!!  

  for  𝑥 ∈ 𝐵!                                     (3) 

 

Scott proposes the Normal Bin Width Reference Rule, 𝑘 = 3.5𝜎!𝑛!!/(!!!) where 𝜎! is 

the marginal standard deviation of the 𝑘-th variable.  

Histograms have some drawbacks such as, the dependence on origin, the slow rate of 

convergence and the choice of bin width. It leads to an alternative visualization method – ASH 

proposed by Scott (1992). ASH is obtained by averaging over histograms corresponding to 

different origins. ASH has several advantages compared with a single histogram: 1) better visual 

interpretation, 2) better approximation, and 3) nearly the same computational efficiency. ASH 

provides a bridge between the histogram and advanced kernel methods.  
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2.2 2D and 3D Binning Methods 

In the nonparametric setting, the shape of the density cannot easily be determined, but 

visualization techniques can assist in this task. The structure of interest typically involves 

bivariate density patterns and functional relationships of the form y = f x + e. Using smoothing 

curves to show functional relationship is problematic due to computing speed. Special smoothing 

methods are developed to provide speed, such as super smoother (Friedman et. al 1989). 

However, in the 1990s, the examination of large data sets by scatterplots that hide density 

patterns suffered from problems of serious overplotting and slow computing speed. The 

extraordinarily effective method for solving serious overplotting is the replacement of their 

symbolic representation with their densities. Different perspective views of density surfaces in an 

interactive setting can work when options include change of viewpoint, rescaling and density 

clipping.   

Carr (1987) proposes an approach to use binning to address such problems. Binning 

directly addresses the problem of over-plotting and speed the computation efficiency. Almost 

everything that is done with raw data can be done faster with binned data. Binning addresses 

problems by providing a way to aggregate the points in a scatterplot. Simple binning provides 

density estimates that scale well with data size and is simpler to understand. In particular, the 

binning methods in 2D and 3D settings are discussed in this section, as well as the merits of 

choosing hexagons and truncated octahedrons with aspects of geometry, human visual 

considerations and coding theory.  
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2.2.1 Hexagon Binning  

In 2D binning, squares have often been used but there are many reasons for choosing 

hexagons to bin the data. Both hexagon and square tessellate the plane, however, hexagons have 

symmetry of nearest neighbors that are lacking in square bin, and hexagons are the maximum 

number of sides a polygon can have for a regular tessellation of the plane, so in terms of packing, 

hexagons are more efficient for covering the plane than squares. Moreover, in 2D human beings 

have a strong reaction to horizontal and vertical lines. When such lines are construction artifacts, 

as in the binning context, they are distracting. Hexagons with three non-orthogonal lines through 

opposite neighbors help the data reveal itself by reducing emphasis on orthogonal visual lines. 

Thus, hexagons are visually less biased for displaying densities than other regular polytopes. 

Carr et al. (1987) discuss that plotting with hexagons can improve the data presentation by 

reducing the emphasis on visual lines that are artifacts of the plot construction and cause 

distraction. Moreover, hexagon binning is extremely useful for data visualization on maps since 

2D data is often generated by spatial data. Carr, Olsen and White (1992) discuss the application 

of binning on maps more extensively. 

Hexagon binning proposed by Carr et al. (1991) serves as a form of bivariate histogram 

for visualizing the bivariate density structure in large data sets. It aggregates the points and 

computes the number of data points in each hexagonal bin. The underlying concept of hexagon 

binning is easy to understand: 

• Tile the 𝑥𝑦 plane using a regular grid of hexagons; 

• Count and store the number of points falling inside the hexagons; 

• Plot the hexagons with counts greater than 0 using different colors or various size of 

the hexagon in proportion to the number of points in each bin.  
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Hexagon binning has been a part of S-PLUS for years and has been integrated in R within 

the ‘hexbin’ package (Carr et al., 2006). This package provides a better interface that addresses 

the problem of overlapping in 2D space.  

Working with binned data also supports the basic imaging processing algorithms such as 

erosion and smoothing based on hexagonal bins. An example of implementing the hexagonal 

binning algorithm is given in Figure 1. It shows a hexagon bin plot of temperature versus 

pressure in a partial differential equation (PDE) of glass melter simulation from Carr (1991). In 

this example, the hexagon symbol area is linearly related to the log base ten of the number of 

pixels in binning region. Hexagons with different colors and different sizes represent different 

counts. The hexagons with minimum size represent the counts of one. The spike at the top and 

the arm on the top left of the plot present potential interesting patterns and may draw attentions. 
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Figure 1: A hexagon bin plot of PDE glass melter simulation (Carr, 1991) 

 

 

 

The regular tessellation of 2D space can be done by squares, equilateral triangles and 

hexagons. In a similar way, 3D space can be regularly tessellated by octahedrons. Thus Carr’s 

hexagonal binning idea can be extended to the context of 3D in a natural way.  
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2.2.2 Truncated Octahedron Binning  

Binning at different scales supports the visualization of data structure at different scales. 

Commonly using 3D binning starts by linear scaling of the variables and binning the values into 

cubes that partition the transformed data space. The centroids of these cubes are a finite cube 

lattices. This dissertation focuses on an alternative lattice as a basis binning, the body-centered 

cubic (BCC) lattice.  

A lattice is a periodic pattern consisting of an infinite array of points in which each point 

has a neighborhood identical to those of all the other points. In other words, each lattice point has 

the same Voronoi cell and we can refer to the Voronoi cell of the lattice without ambiguity. Here 

Voronoi cells are the regions that consist of all points closer to the seed than to any other. 

Voronoi region is also called Dirichlet region, Brillouin zone, Wigner-Seitz cell, or nearest 

neighbor region. Voronoi (Dirichlet) region is a one of the most popular tessellations that cover a 

plane without any gaps or overlaps. 

In 3D space, the body centered-cube (BCC) is built up of one lattice point in the center of 

the unit cell and eight points on the corners. Around each lattice point, its Voronoi region 

consists of all points of the underlying space that are closer to the seed point than to any other. 

Here the BBC lattice is considered as a union of two cubes one of which is shifted from 

the other. The nearest neighbor regions (Voronoi regions) around BCC lattice points are 

truncated octahedrons as illustrated in Figure 2. We can consider that the BCC lattice gives a 

tessellation of space with truncated octahedrons.  

Truncated octahedron has 24 vertices and 14 sides, six quadratic and eight regular 

hexagonal faces. Also, truncated octahedrons have a well-defined number of neighbors. A cube 

has 6 or 18 or 26 neighbors depending on whether shared faces, edges or vertices are considered. 
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The number of neighbors may not be crucial in terms of direct visualization, but the computation 

is influenced by the geometry.  

Cube neighbors fall in three graph-theoretical classifications of adjacencies, i.e., in terms 

of face sharing, edge sharing and vertex sharing. The truncated octahedron has fourteen nearest 

neighbors, of which six share a square face and eight share a hexagonal face with the central cell. 

Thus truncated octahedron belongs to the classification of face sharing as illustrated in Figure 2, 

which shows three face-sharing truncated octahedron cells. The one at the front is attached to the 

two cells at the back by sharing hexagon faces, and the two cells at the back share a common 

square face.  

 

 

 

Figure 2: Three face-sharing truncated octahedrons. 
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The algorithm of truncated octahedron binning follows similar steps of hexagon binning.  

• Tessellate the 𝑥𝑦𝑧 space using truncated octahedrons; 

• Count and store the number of points falling inside the truncated octahedrons; 

• Plot the truncated octahedrons with counts greater than 0 using different colors or 

various sizes of the truncated octahedrons in proportion to the number of points in 

each bin cell.  

The algorithm generates the number of counts and the means of respective coordinates 

for each occupied bin cell. It also attributes the maximum integer values of lattice points for bin 

cells, which are denoted by 𝑖𝑒, 𝑗𝑒,  and 𝑘𝑒.   

 

2.2.3 Quantization and Modeling of Lattices 

The mathematical notation of BBC is 𝐷!∗ (Conway and Sloane, 1982), which is the dual 

(or reciprocal) of the root lattice 𝐷! and the optimal quantizer in three dimensions. The root 

lattice 𝐷! consists of the points (𝑥!, 𝑥!,…   𝑥!) having integer coordinates with an even sum. The 

dual 𝐷!∗  is the union of four cosets of 𝐷!: 

 

                                            𝐷!∗ = (𝑟! + 𝐷!)!
!!! ,                                              (4) 

Where 

                                           𝑟! = 0! ,  𝑟! =
!
!

!
,                                             

                                                 𝑟! = 0  !!!, 1 ,   𝑟! =
!
!

!!!
, !!
!

.                                                         
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Alternatively, 𝐷!∗  can be defined as a compose of the points of the n-dimensional integer 

lattice ℤ!, together with the translate of ℤ! by the vector (!
!
, !
!
,…   !

!
), i.e.,  

 

                                             𝐷!∗ = ℤ!      (     !
!

!
   + ℤ!),                                         (5) 

 

Therefore, the BBC lattice 𝐷!∗ is defined as the union of two cosets of 𝑍! with coset 

representatives: 𝑟! = 0,0,0  and 𝑟! =
!
!
, !
!
, !
!

. 

Conway and Sloane (1982) propose an algorithm to find the closest point of 𝐷! to 𝑥: 

Given 𝑥 ∈ ℝ!, the closest point of 𝐷! is whichever of 𝑓 𝑥  and 𝑔(𝑥) has an even sum of 

components (one will have an even sum, the other an odd sum). If 𝑥 is equidistant from two or 

more points of 𝐷!, this procedure produces a nearest point having the smallest norm. Conway 

and Sloane (1982) also illustrate that the problem of finding the closest point of the dual lattice 

𝐷!∗  is reduced to that of finding the closest point of the original lattice. Together with the 

proposed algorithm, the second definition of 𝐷!∗  leads to the faster algorithm to find the closest 

point of 𝐷!∗  and which Voroni region the given point 𝑥 belongs to.  

In this dissertation, the BBC lattice 𝐷!∗ is considered as the union of two sets of cube 

lattices: one has vertices on the integers and the other has vertices shifted by !
!
, !
!
, !
!

, and each 

point is at the center of cube lattice. It is the fastest way to find the closest point of 𝐷!∗ in three 

dimensions as Conway and Sloane (1982) indicate.  

The polyhedron of the nearest neighbor region (Voronoi region) of BCC lattice is 

truncated octahedron. Truncated Octahedron is the roundest regular polytope that forms a regular 

tessellation of 3D space. Here “roundest” is defined in term of the smallest value of the 
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dimensionless second moment about the polytope center relative to the polytope volume. 

Conway and Sloane (1982) discuss the calculation of volumes and dimensionless second 

moment of polytopes. The dimensionless second moment is used as a measure of roundness. The 

formula of the dimensionless second moment of polytope 𝑃 in 𝑛 dimensions is given as 

 

                                             𝐺!(𝑃) =
!
!

∥!!!! ∥!!"  

!"!   (!!!)/!  
                                            (6) 

 

Where  𝑥 is the centroid of 𝑃. By assuming a uniform input distribution into the quantizer, 𝐺!(𝑃) 

can be interpreted as mean-squared quantization error per symbol.  

 

 

 

Table 1: Dimensionless second moment for various polyhedra in 2D and 3D 

 

 

 P G (P) 

 

2D 

Square 0.0833 

Hexagon 0.0802 

Circle 0.0796 

 

3D 

Cube 0.0833 

Truncated Octahedron 0.0785 

Sphere 0.0770 
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Table 1 lists the comparison of dimensionless second moment 𝐺(𝑃) for various 2D and 

3D polyhedral 𝑃, and demonstrates that the dimensionless second moment of hexagon and 

truncated octahedron are closest to that of circle and sphere, respectively, thus hexagon and 

truncated octahedron are the roundest regular polytopes that tessellate the plane and space, 

respectively. Thus in term of quantization in coding theory and density estimation, there are 

merits to bin the data into roundest regular polytopes, i.e., hexagons and truncated octahedrons.   

 

2.3 Morphological Image Processing 

The foundation of morphological image processing is mathematical morphology, which 

is a study based on geometry. Geometry plays a central role in graphics and visualization. 

Kendall (1961) describes the classical treatment of multidimensional geometry. The work of 

Taylor (1992) specifically deals with geometry of three-dimensional manifolds. Mathematical 

morphology makes impact on the form, structure, or shape of an object by applying a structuring 

element to an input image and creating an output image of the same size. The theoretical 

foundation of mathematical morphology is set theory (Serra, 1982; Dougherty, 1993). 

Morphological operations are often applied on binary images, which have only two colors of 

pixels: black and white, but there exists versions that work on gray-scale images in which the 

only colors are shades of gray. The adaption of morphological operations allows analysts to 

extract geometric structures such as boundaries and skeletons from the underlying data.   

There are two fundamental mathematical morphology operators: erosion and dilation, 

which are developed by French School of Mathematical Morphology (Matheron, Serra et al 

1968) and are carried out to investigate the interaction between an image and a chosen 
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structuring. Dilation and erosion can be customized for an application by properly selecting the 

structuring element, which a shape used to interact the input image. The structuring element 

determines how the morphological operations would perform by drawing conclusions on its 

fitness of the shape of input image.   

 

2.3.1 The Dilation Morphological Operation 

The dilation operation expands the input image, thus potentially fills in small holes and 

connecting disjoint object. The operation starts by laying the structuring element on the binary 

image, then sliding it across the binary image. Here the structuring element is assumed to be 

symmetrical in the origin for simplicity. The procedure is describe intuitively in a sequence of 

steps: 1) Place the structuring element anywhere on the binary image; 2) If the origin of the 

structuring element coincides with a white pixel in the image, there is no change and move on to 

the next pixel; 3) If the origin of the structuring element coincides with a black pixel in the 

image, cover the black pixel by the structuring element.  

Dilation operation produces a smoother boundary of the object and potentially fills 

several holes on the image, which elicits another frequently used morphological image 

processing operation “smoothing”. One of the most significant advantages of smoothing is the 

reduction of noise in images. To perform the smoothing operation, a filter is applied to the 

image. There are many different types of filters, and the most common one is linear filter, in 

which the pixels in output image are determined as a weighted sum of pixel values in the input 

image. The coefficient of the linear filter is called the kernel.  
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2.3.2 Erosion and Thinning Morphological Operations 

The dual operation of dilation is called erosion. It shrinks the input image by eroding 

their boundaries. The operation process of erosion is similar to dilation except that the black 

pixel turns to white pixel. In the case of gray-scale images, erosion is an iterative procedure that 

removes certain pixels on the border, i.e. change their gray level value to zero. The rule imposed 

on the erosion operation is that erosion neither destroys connectivity nor reduces the gray-scale 

connective strength by retaining ridge pixels. 

Thinning a further step built upon erosion. It is used to remove the selected foreground 

pixels from binary images. The most important application of thinning in image processing and 

visualization is to obtain skeleton, which has been studied since the early sixties. Thinning is a 

useful operation since it preserves the connectivity of objects. For binary images, the thinning 

process is running by 1) placing the origin of the structuring element to the possible position of 

each pixel in the binary image; 2) if the foreground and background pixels in the structuring 

element match foreground and background pixels in the input image, the image pixel underneath 

the original structuring element is marked as background, i.e., value of 0; 3) otherwise the image 

pixel underneath the original is still foreground, i.e., value of 1.  The dual operation of thinning is 

thickening.  

Gray level erosion applied on hexagon binned data is to extract cells in a way that the 

most exposed cells are removed firstly, which are the cells with fewer neighbors, but cells with 

lower counts are preferentially removed to cells with higher counts. The algorithm starts by 

marking the high-count cells containing a given fraction of the total counts and marking all the 

cells if the fraction is zero, then performs gray-level erosion on the marked cells. Each erosion 

cycle removes counts from cells. The counts removed from each cell are a multiple of the cell's 
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exposed-face count. The algorithm chooses the multiple so at least one cell will be empty or have 

a count deficit on each erosion cycle. Gray level Thinning is much like erosion except the cells 

are treated as being present or absent and only selected cells are eroded.  

 

2.3.3 Hexagon Binning Example 

An implementation of erosion and thinning based on hexagon-binned data is illustrated in 

Figure 3, which is a skeleton plot of PDE Glass Melter Simulation from Carr (1991). 

Computational fluid dynamics solutions are generated as the solution to partial differential 

equations with boundary conditions that define the problems of interest. PDE solution sets are 

discrete approximations and have space-time indices for 2D and 3D problems. Solutions sets can 

be very large and it is unusual to store whole solution sets. The goal was to examine 

computational fluid dynamics solution sets and detect appendages to the body of the data that Dr. 

Carr called arms. The arm assessment processes the binned 2D data into hexagon cells, protects 

high count cells with 96% of the counts (red cells below), and implements two morphological 

operators: erosion and thinning. The plot shows the results of applying the thinning based arms 

detection algorithm. Yellow hexagons in binning regions show the skeletal (arm) structure. This 

process finds the intended spike at the top and the long arm on the upper left of the plot.  
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Figure 3: A skeleton plot of PDE glass melter simulation 
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2.4 Exploratory Application: Cognostics 

Scatterplot is one of the most widely used graphic displays for showing the structure of 

pair of variables. An easy generalization of scatterplot called scatterplot matrix is used to 

visualize multivariate data. A scatterplot matrix is obtained by arranging the scatterplots for all 

𝑝(𝑝 − 1) ordered pairs of  𝑝 variables in a symmetric matrix format. Many descriptions of 

scatterplot matrix appear in statistical graphics literature (Becker and Cleveland 1985, 1987; 

Chambers, Cleveland, Kleiner, and Tukey 1983).  

It is impractical to look for patterns in 𝑝(𝑝 − 1)/2 scatterplot for variables with large value of 𝑝. 

This problem motivates the Tukey’s approach of cognostics.  

Cognostics is an exploratory visualization method developed by John and Paul Tukey in 

mid-1980s. While they referred this method in Tukey and Tukey (1985), they neither published 

the idea of cognostics nor presented many details on how to implement it. Tukeys' approach 

reduced the Ο(𝑝!) visual task to Ο(𝑘!), where 𝑘 is a small number of measures of the 

distribution of scatter points in 2D. These measures include the area of the peeled convex hull of 

the 2D scatter points, the perimeter length of the peeled convex hull, the area of closed 2D kernel 

density isolevel contours, the perimeter length of these contours, the convexity of these contours, 

a modality measure of the 2D kernel densities, a nonlinearity measure based on principal curves 

fitted to the 2D scatterplots, the median nearest-neighbor distance between points, and several 

others. With these measures, the Tukeys intend to detect anomalies in density, distributional 

shape, trend and other characteristics in 2D scatter points. 

Wilkinson et al. (2005) propose the graph-theoretic cognostics to meet these criteria and 

to implement the Tukeys’ cognostics on large datasets. They use the term ‘scagnostics’ which is 

a neologism for scatterplot diagnostics. Scagnostics means diagnosing interesting features of 
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scatterplots guided by computer. Scagnostics is an ingenious idea based on a set of measures. It 

is used to characterize the aspects of scatterplots and distinguish the most interesting patterns 

existed in a large collection of 2D scatterplots.  

Wilkinson develops nine scagnostics measures: outlying, skewed, clumpy, sparse, 

striated, convex, skinny, stringy, and monotonic. Figure 4 shows some example scatterplots and 

their scagnostics. In particular, the scatterplots with a low score of the associated scagnostics are 

on the left while the scatterplots with a high score of the associated scagnostics are labeled on the 

right side.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Nine scagnostics measure. Plot from Wilkinson, Leland and Graham Wills (2008) 
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Wilkinson et al. (2005) improved the Tukeys' idea in three aspects: 1) the graph-theoretic 

measures could be metric over discrete spaces rather than presuming a connected plane of 

support 2) the computational complexity for the nine graph-theoretic measures they use is 

Ο(𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑛) instead of Ο(𝑛!) since they are built on subsets of the Delaunay triangulation, where 

Delaunay triangulation for a set P of points in a plane, denote 𝐷𝑇(𝑃) is a method to subdivide 𝑃 

into disjointed triangles such that no point is included in any circumscribed circle of any triangle 

in 𝐷𝑇(𝑃) 3) they apply hexagon binning before computing the graphs to further reduce the 

dependence on sample size 𝑛.  

Following Wilkinson’s work of graphic-theoretic cognostics, Dasgupta and Kosara 

(2010) develop cognostics-type measures for parallel coordinates. Schneidewind et al (2006) 

develop cognostics for pixel displays. Fu and Oldford (2009) extend Wilkinson's graph-theoretic 

scagnostics to 3D space. They discussed the related graph properties and the derivation of 

measures in 3D and define the 3D scagnostics projections by extending the 2D definition. 

Intuitively, 3D scagnostics can be considered as a method to compute the measures for 3D 

scatterplots. The classic nine measures on density, shape and association of data points are re-

evaluated under the 3D context. The formula for computing convexity, skinny and monotonic is 

revised accordingly, and the 3D Delaunay triangulation algorithms are investigated. 

This dissertation focuses on the properties of 3D cognostics and its application on real 

date sets. Here 3D data binning is adapted to improve the performance especially for the large 

number of observations. Truncated octahedron binning in 3D is one efficient method to speed the 

calculation.  
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2.5 Discussion of Graphical Issues in 3D 

There are some graphical issues that impact the performance of the visualization in 3D 

graphics. For example, visual occlusion is a big issue in visualizing large data set in 3D. 

Reducing the size of objects may help if the sample size is small. Points and lines often occlude 

less than faces. Hence, the encoding strategy of using point and lines mitigate the problem of 

occlusion. Other strategies involving the use of lighting model and tubes instead of flat lines 

provide a sense of depth effect in plots. 

              Color is another effective attributes for associating categorical subdivisions with 

quantitative values. Color works equally well with points, lines and bars, as long as the object is 

not so small that users must strain to distinguish the colors. Appropriate use of color for data 

display allows relationships and patterns within the data to be easily observed. Brewer (1994) 

described guidelines of color usage for mapping and visualization.  

Many other considerations are worthy being mentioned briefly here, such as the 

advantage of perceptual grouping, the ways to label the plots, the usage of gridlines, etc. 

Much literature can be found on these topics (Cleveland 1993, Cleveland and McGill 

1984, Wilkinson 1999, Carr 1994a, 1994b, Kossyln 2006, etc.) 

 

2.6 3D Graphics Tools 

The visualization tools used in this dissertation include Rgl and Glisten. Rgl is a powerful 

R package used to produce 3D graphical plots. This R package allows users to interactively 

rotate, zoom the plots and select particular regions. It also involves the option of adding different 

colors to show the data structure more clearly.  
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Glisten (Carr 2004) is another graphics tool to visualize 3D data using filter sliders. It 

provides the display of information for 3D rendering control via glyph-data layer specific 

widgets by processing labeled coordinate files, glyph data files, annotation files, and color ramp 

files. It filters out the hexagon and truncated octahedron cluster cells by selecting filter widgets. 

The options of rotation, translation and scale are embedded in Glisten. Users can easily visualize 

the graphical layout on each layer and make visual comparison by selecting filter widgets.  
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CHAPTER 3.  3D TRUNCATED OCTAHEDRON ALGORITHMS 

This chapte r begins with a brief description of selected algorithms and data structures in 

the R package “TObin3d” that is a product of this research (see more details in Appendix). The 

descriptions include visualizations to facilitate communication. For example, visualizations show 

the package naming convention for the 14 faces of a truncated octahedron and the corresponding 

first neighbor cells.   The first algorithm described addresses truncated octahedron (TO) binning. 

Another package function produces a data structure to support computations based on first 

neighbor cells. Provided first neighbor cell based functions include those addressing gray-level 

image operations such as erosion, thinning and density smoothing (generalization of dilation). 

The package also includes basic TO data structures and functions to produce some of the 

visualizations shown here such as Figure 12 and Figure 13.         

The graphical methods developed in this research handle large data sets problem in 3D by 

binning into truncated octahedrons that are the nearest neighbor regions of the body-centered 

cube lattice. The goal is to prioritize the plots and identify interesting patterns for large data sets 

in three-dimensional space by binning and adapting image-processing algorithms.  

With 3D data and function arguments as input, the TO binning algorithm can produce a 

unique TO cell Id and centroid for every cell in the binning space the covers the data domain.   

The possible cell Ids in the binning space are numbered from 1 to ncell. The value, ncell, is 

computed from the input arguments. An optional output is the cell membership Id for all the 

cases. This supports the computation of cell statistics for case variables not used in the binning. 
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The basic output is a summary matrix for occupied cells. The row names are TO cell Ids of 

occupied cells and the columns are the cell counts and cell means of the x, y, and z input 

variables. The matrix has attributes that enable the calculation cell centroids and graphics 

production.       

 

3.1 Neighbor Cells Indices Computation 

The first neighbors of a truncated octahedron includes fourteen cells, of which six are 

sharing squares faces and eight are sharing hexagon faces. The interest here focuses only on the 

occupancy pattern of the first neighbor cells that influence morphologic operations such as 

erosion and thinning. Thus computing the indices of the fourteen neighbor cells for each 

truncated octahedron is one of the primary tasks.  

A BCC lattice is a union of two sets of cube lattices. Assume one set has vertices on the 

integers and the other has vertices shifted by 0.5, 0.5, 0.5 .  By scaling and truncating the values 

of the input x, y and z coordinates to integers, the lattice points of each cube lattice can be 

obtained. Suppose that cube lattice A has minimum vertices at (0, 0, 0), by applying 𝑅 floor 

function that returns the largest integer not greater than the giving number, the data coordinates 

in 0,1 × 0,1 ×[0,1) are mapped to 0, 0, 0 , then adding (0.5, 0.5, 0.5) to the result gets the I, J 

and K indices for cube lattice A which is (0.5, 0.5, 0.5).  Consider that cube lattice B has 

minimum vertices at (0.5, 0.5, 0.5), adding (0.5, 0.5, 0.5) to the data coordinates in 0,1 ×

0,1 ×[0,1), then applying R floor function to truncate the data in 0.5,1.5 × 0.5,1.5 ×[0.5,1.5) 

to (1, 1, 1), which are the I, J and K indices for cube lattice B. 
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Data points falling in two cubes are assigned to the cube with closest centroid, i.e., the 

smallest Euclidean distance between its center and the data point. The integers I, J and K are 

truncated values used to reference the indices of the center of the closest cube lattice. Since the 

nearest neighbor region about the lattice points is truncated octahedron, the lattice 

point   I, J,K   also represents the center of truncated octahedron. The index L has value of either 0 

or 1 to indicate the cube lattice with the closest center point. In general, when L = 1 the 

truncated octahedron center is at I, J,K , and when L = 0, the truncated octahedron center is at 

I+ 0.5, J+ 0.5,K+ 0.5 .  

The bin space construction bounds the integer values of I, J and K by [0, 𝑖𝑒], [0, 𝑗𝑒], and 

0, 𝑘𝑒   respectively, where  𝑖𝑒, 𝑗𝑒, and 𝑘𝑒  are the maxima that are calculated by running the TO 

binning algorithm. 

For points at the edges of the data space, it is possible that the data scaling and integer 

truncation could lead to integers outside the intended integer limits. To avoid this, the function 

includes an argument that extends the range of each variable by a tiny fraction when defining the 

binning space.  

To support operations involving first neighbors, the TOneib function of the package 

creates a matrix with ncell rows and 14 columns. The columns for each possible cell have its first 

neighbor cell Ids. If a cell does not have a particular face neighbor in the binning space, the Id is 

set to ncell+1. This can be used in vector operations. For example, logical vector of length 

ncell+1 can indicate whether or not a cell is occupied. The ncell +1 element can be set to 

FALSE.  The vector can be updated as cells are removed in the erosion process.   
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3.2 High-count Cells Protection 

Once the data has been binned into truncated octahedron cells, attentions need to be paid 

on high-count cells before performing the morphological operations such as erosion on low-

count cells. The focus of this research is to explore the interesting data pattern. In this case, it is 

reasonable to protect the high-density cells from the erosion process. 

The rule of TO binning indicates that large sizes of the bin cells represent large amount of 

data points falling inside the cells, which means that the protection of high-count cells would 

capture a significant amount of information explained by the large data set.  

I designed a generic function to identify and protect these high-count cells. The 

protection fraction is set to be 0.95 by default, which indicates that high-count cells that include 

95% of the total counts would be protected. This setting can be adjusted based on different 

implementations. With the input of the TO bin results, the function creates a vector of indices of 

the protected cells that are stored in the list of removed cells.  

In the example of PDE Glass Melter Simulation from Carr (1991), cells with the largest 

counts that include 96% of the data were protected from the erosion and thinning process. The 

red region in the center of Figure 6 represents protected cells.  

 

3.3 Isolated Cells Removal 

In 3D space that is tessellated by truncated octahedrons, some cells may have no 

occupied neighbor cells. These isolated cells can be of special interest, whether they occur the 

edges of 3D space or within a cluster of empty cells that are surround by occupied cells. The TO 

binning results and a scan of the first neighbor occupancy status can quickly identify such 
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isolated cells.  These cells can be highlighted plots using a different color. The cell Ids can be 

saved for other uses and may be removed before subsequent morphological processing.   

 

3.4 Density-based Image Processing Operators 

Dilation and erosion are two basic concepts of morphological operations that can be 

adapted for the density estimation of bivariate data. Bivariate boxplots have been little used due 

to its lack of consensus concerning the definition and calculation of a bivariate median.  

Carr (1991) proposes hexagon binning and an easily computation of median using 

erosion. The gray-level erosion extends the idea of the bivariate boxplot. One of the sophisticated 

applications of erosion operation is to locate the bivariate median in the binned density 

representation. This implementation satisfies the preference of emphasizing density and showing 

local modes in the high-density region rather than computing the median. It also emphasizes the 

importance of focusing on the graphics rather than waiting for years to compute any form of 

descriptive statistics for large data set in 2D. 

The erosion procedure and concept can be generalized to other regular grids in two or 

higher dimensions, i.e., three-dimensional space, but the existing literature rarely shows that 

erosion has directly recognizable meaning with respect to the three-dimensional structuring 

elements and no method has been developed yet to convert erosion measurements to three-

dimensional distributions – except for the trivial case of spheres. In contrast, spacing 

measurements by dilation have direct physical relevance in cases where properties depend on 

planar space, e.g., the mobility of dislocations is determined by the pattern of first neighborhood 

rather than by the free path through space. This research fills in this gap by generating 3D 
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erosion algorithms with respect to the truncated octahedron binning. Here smoothing is the 

particular context of dilation. 

 

3.4.1 Erosion 

After binning the three-dimensional data into truncated octahedron bin cells, the counts 

of each occupied cell and the cell index are obtained. The gray-level erosion process removes 

counts of an occupied TO bin cell at a rate proportional to the number of its exposed truncated 

octahedron surface. The calculation of a multiple for this proportion can guarantee that at least 

one cell will be removed in each removal cycle. The most exposed cells are removed first, i.e., 

cells with fewer neighbors, and cells with lower counts have preference to be moved first. For 

example, in one erosion cycle, a completely surrounded cell would have no counts to remove, 

while a cell with three exposed surfaces would have three counts to remove.  

When a cell is emptied, algorithm removes the empty cell and marks the removal order, 

and store the eroded cells Ids in the list of removed cells. While the cell removal increases the 

exposed surfaces of its neighbor cells, the erosion procedure repeats iteratively until all cells with 

counts are removed. The TO erosion algorithm generates a vector of the eroded cell index and 

the vector length is the total number of cells eroded.  

 

3.4.2 Smoothing 

For bivariate data, the hexagon bin smoothing operates based on the discrete kernel 

smoother. It uses the center cell, immediate first neighbors and second neighbors to smooth the 

counts. The first neighbors are the six cells that are in the first neighborhood of the center cell 
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and the second neighbors are the twelve cells that are in the second neighborhood. The counts for 

each resulting cell are a linear combination of the counts in the defined neighborhood, including 

the center cell and weights. This procedure causes the counts blurred over the domain, which 

increases due to the shifting of cells. Therefore, the region of the occupied cells expands. 

I created a truncated octahedron (TO) smoothing algorithm to smooth the density 

estimate based on first occupancy patterns. For each occupied cell in the bin result, the algorithm 

uses one center weight, six square weights and eight hexagon weights to smooth the counts in the 

center and in its 14 neighbors. The weights that are assigned to the cell in the center, the six 

square face-sharing neighbors and the eight hexagon face-sharing neighbors are set by default to 

be 14, 1 and 1, respectively. They are adjustable under different scenarios. Each bin cell count is 

replaced with a weight average of the count and the counts in its first neighbors.  

When the neighbor of the center cell is empty, weight of zero is distributed to the 

corresponding empty cell and missing weight is added to the weight of the center cell. The 

smooth counts are not integer-based but the algorithm has the reservation of the counts.  

 

3.4.3 String (1D) Thinning 

Thinning algorithm is a morphological operation that reduces the thickness of an object 

without permitting it to vanish. It is a technique that attempts to achieve the goal of generating a 

path that reflects the simplicity of the object while simultaneously preserving the extent and 

connectivity of the object. Thinning can be used for a variety of applications, but it is particularly 

useful for skeletonization that may be used for further processing.  

For binary images, thinning algorithm is used to remove selected foreground pixels. It 

preserves the topology of the original region while throwing away most of the original 
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foreground pixels. It tidies up the output of edge detectors by reducing all lines to single pixel 

thickness. In 3D visualization, thinning algorithm erodes a 3D plot layer by layer to extract the 

skeletal structure. 3D skeletons can be used in many applications such as 3D pattern matching, 

3D object modeling and recognition, and 3D data retrieval. 

Ma and Sonka (1996) proposed a fully parallel 3D thinning algorithm, which was applied 

to many applications such as medical image processing and 3D reconstruction. The algorithm is 

based on some pre-defined templates. The object point will be removed if its neighborhood 

matches one of the templates. However, the algorithm fails to preserve the connectivity of 3D 

objects. Preservation of connectivity for 3D objects is very important since it will cause the 

skeleton extracted from the object disconnected. 

The interest here focuses on building a thinning algorithm based on the display of 

truncated octahedron (TO) bin cells, which has particularly visual merits when 3D object has the 

issue of overplotting.  

A TO Thinning is somewhat like erosion except cells are treated as being present or 

absent and only the selected cells are eroded. It is generated based on the occupancy patterns of 

the first neighbors for each bin cell. A TO has 14 neighbor cells in its first neighborhood, of 

which six are square-face sharing and eight are hexagon-face sharing. Since a cell is either 

occupied or empty, there are total 2!", i.e., 16384 possible occupancy patterns of the first 

neighbor cells. Isolated cells have been removed before performing the TO thinning algorithm, 

and cells that are totally surrounded by occupied neighbor cells are not subject to thinning and 

erosion operations.  
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This dissertation develops two type of thinning algorithms: string (1D) thinning and 

planar (2D) thinning. String thinning algorithm is designed to thin TO-binned data into 1D 

structure and planar thinning algorithm is designed for thinning into 2D planar structure.  

Following the rule of preserving connectivity for 3D objects, in particular, 1D thinning 

algorithm developed here removes cells with the exceptions: 

1) There is only one occupied neighbor cell; 

2) There is more than one group of neighbor cells, i.e., the removal will break the 

connectivity between groups of neighbor cells.  

Above is the fundamental criteria leaving behind strings. A neighbor cell is defined as 

one of a group if it shares at least one face with another member of the group. The construction 

of the first neighbor occupancy pattern depends both on the number of occupied neighbor cell 

groups and on the number of empty neighbor cell groups. Thus, identifying the number of groups 

for all of the binary patterns of occupied cells is an essential part for both of 1D and 2D thinning 

algorithms. There are maximal 6 groups of occupied neighbors and 6 groups of empty neighbors. 

I listed the numbers of patterns for each combination of empty and occupied groups in Table 2. 
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Table 2: Summary of occupancy patterns for all combinations of empty and occupied groups 

 

 

        Empty 

 

Occupied 

 

0 

 

1 

 

2 

 

3 

 

4 

 

5 

 

6 

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 

1 1 7500 3629 672 81 6 1 

2 0 3629 104 0 0 0 0 

3 0 672 0 0 0 0 0 

4 0 81 0 0 0 0 0 

5 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 

6 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 

 

 

 

The above table is diagonal symmetric due to the systematic generation of all patterns of 

occupied and empty cells. For example, there are 3629 patterns which consist of 1 occupied 

group and 2 empty groups and by symmetrically there are 3629 patterns which consists of 2 

occupied group and 1 empty group. The sum of all numbers in the table is the total number of all 

possible occupancy patterns, i.e., 16384.  

Another important step involved in TO thinning algorithm is to track the locations of 

occupied cells in each group. The occupancy locations are denoted by numbers 1 to 14, which 

allows users to plot the occupancy pattern about the center cell and observe its groups. I 
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summarized the neighbor cell index and its corresponding face label in canonical order as shown 

in Table 3. 

 

 

Table 3: Index of 14 neighbor cells and their corresponding sharing face labels 

 

  
 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

L_ _ _ _R _D_ _U_ _ _B _ _F LDB RDB LUB RUB LDF RDF LUF RUF 

 

 

 

Cells indexed from 1 to 6 are in the left, right, down, up, back and front directions of the 

center cell, and cells indexed from 7 to 14 are in the left-down-back, right-down-back, left-up-

back, right-up-back, left-down-front, right-down-front, left-up-front and right-up-front directions 

of the center cell.   

I illustrated a template of one center cell (red) and its 14 neighbors (green, blue) as shown 

in Figure 5. Green neighbor cells with indices from 1 to 6 share the square face with the red 

center cell, and blue neighbor cells with indices from 7 to 14 share the hexagon face with the red 

center cell for x, y and z coordinates.  
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Figure 5: Neighbor cell indices for x, y and z coordinates 

 

 

 

Figure 6 is another illustration produced by Dr. Carr to show the sharing face label for 

each neighbor cell with corresponding to Table 3. Edges rendered by red tubes represent 

neighbor cells that share the front face of the center cell. Edges rendered by gray tubes on the 
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back represent neighbor cells that share the back face of the center cell, and the rest edges were 

rendered by blue tube. Colors were chosen to provide perspectives in 3D graphics.  

 

 

 

 
 
 

 
Figure 6: Neighbor cells' sharing face labels for X, Y and Z coordinates. X-axis: L = Left, R = Right; Y-axis: D = 

Down, U = Up; Z-axis: B = Back, F = Front 

 

 

 
With the help of neighbor subscripts and the known number of groups for each cell, it is 

able to find the cell index in occupied and empty groups for each pattern. Consequently, it 
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enables us to plot the particular pattern in each combination of occupied and empty groups 

shown in Table 2. 

Visualizing the occupancy patterns for any given first neighbor cell plays an important 

role in TO thinning procedure. However, occlusion often hampers visualizing the direct display 

of the occupied TOs. Reducing them in size helps and may be appropriate if the size of TOs is 

very small. For instance, I plotted the 33th occupancy pattern and the 15424th occupancy pattern 

in Figure 7 and Figure 8 respectively to validate the two criteria of exceptions in removal rule 

behind TO thinning algorithm. Various colors and sizes are employed to make better 

communications of patterns. In plot examples, the center cell has relatively smaller size and has 

the color of yellow. Occupied groups of neighbors have colors of purple and blue, and empty 

group has color of brown. 

As shown in Figure 7, the 33th occupancy pattern of one center cell of one center cell 

(yellow) involves one occupied group (purple) of 1 neighbor and one empty group (dark red) of 

13 neighbors. The center cell will not be removed in this particular pattern since the removal will 

destroy the connectivity property of thinning operation by disconnecting the path between two 

occupied groups, which obeys the first rule of removal exceptions in TO thinning algorithm. 
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Figure 7: 33th first occupancy pattern 

 

 

The 15424th occupancy pattern involves more than one occupied groups composed of 9 

cells indexed 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 11, 12, 13, and 14 as one group (purple) and one cell indexed 14 as 

another group (blue). There is one empty group (red) consisting of 4 cells indexed from 7 to 10 

as it is shown in Figure 8.  
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Figure 8: 15424th first occupancy pattern 

 

 

The display of 15424th occupancy pattern with the first group of occupied neighbors 

removed is given in Figure 9. It shows that the center cell (yellow) is on the connection path of 

two groups (purple and blue) of occupied neighbors. Removing the center cell will break the 

connection and obey the second rule.  
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Figure 9: A partial view of the 15424th occupancy pattern 

 

 

 

An alternative visualization of thinning patterns developed in this dissertation is to show 

face-sharing edges of TOs in their first neighbor occupancy pattern by drawing line segments. 

These edges are cell center edges. For example, for 15424th occupancy pattern, I plotted edges of 

shared faces of occupied neighbor cells in two occupied groups (purple and blue) as shown in 

Figure 10. It shows that removing the yellow center cell will break the connecting path between 
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two occupied groups. Thus the center cell is kept as a skeleton in the string (1D) thinning 

procedure. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
Figure 10: Face-sharing edges of occupied neighbors in 15424th occupancy pattern 
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3.4.4 Planar (2D) Thinning 

This dissertation develops a heuristic thinning algorithm called planar (2D) thinning to 

visualize the planar structure of skeleton cells. It is a geometric approach in visualization of large 

data sets in 3D. 

The construction of 2D thinning criteria starts from the goal of avoiding punching a hole 

on the plane by removing the center cell. Based on the occupancy pattern of first neighbors, the 

algorithm deletes cells except for ones that have exactly one occupied group with more than one 

neighbor cells. However, it turns out to have extensive tetrahedrons disturbing the 3D views of 

plane structures. 

This unexpected problem motivates the exploration of planar structure in 3D setting from 

a different perspective. The goal is to remove the tetrahedrons from the planar structure of 

skeletons. Cells that have large amount of surrounded cells easily draw attentions. Such cells 

have at least one vertex that is totally surrounded. A truncated octahedron (TO) has 14 face-

sharing neighbor cells and 24 vertices. A TO vertex can be viewed as the intersection of three 

face-sharing edges. Table 4 shows 24 tripled letter strings that indicate the faces sharing the 

edges. The first label in the triple below appears in canonical order. The face letters could be 

reversed and still be “valid”. Each triple defines a vertex of TO in canonical order. Thus all 24 

vertices can be defined following Table 4. 

While connecting the lines between the centers of the three faces make a triangle, 

connecting the lines from the centers of the three faces to the center cell can make a tetrahedron 

which should be removed by 2D thinning algorithm. In particular, the basic criteria for leaving 

behind planes is listed as below: 

1) Delete the cell if it has exactly one neighbor cell; 
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2) Delete the cell if any of its vertices is totally surround by three neighbors cells. 

I illustrated occupancy patterns with respect to different thinning vectors in Figure 11, 

Figure 12 and Figure 13. 

 
 

 
Table 4: Triples of TOs with face labels and cell indices 

 

 

 
Face Labels Cell Indices 

L_ _, LUB, LUF 1, 9, 13 
L_ _, LDF, LUF   1, 11, 13 
L_ _, LDB, LUB                1, 7, 9 
L_ _, LDB, LDF 1, 7, 11 
R_ _, RUB, RUF   2, 10, 14 
R_ _, RDF, RUF   2, 12, 14 
R_ _, RDB, RUB 2, 8, 10 
R_ _, RDB, RDF 2, 8, 12 
_D_, LDF, RDF   3, 11, 12 
_D_, LDB, LDF 3, 7, 11 
_D_, LDB, RDB         3, 7, 8 
_D_, RDB, RDF   3, 8, 12 
_U_, LUF, RUF     4, 13, 14 
_U_, LUB, LUF   4, 9, 13 
_U_, LUB, RUB   4, 9, 10 
_U_, RUB, RUF     4, 10, 14 
_ _B, LDB, LUB  5, 7, 9 
_ _B, LUB, RUB   5, 9, 10 
_ _B, LDB, RDB 5, 7, 8 
_ _B, RDB, RUB   5, 8, 10 
_ _F, LUF, RUF     6, 13, 14 
_ _F, LDF, LUF     6, 11, 13 
_ _F, RDF, RUF     6, 12, 14 
_ _F, LDF, RDF     6, 11, 12 
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                                      Figure 11: Face-sharing edges of 𝟗𝟔𝟔𝒕𝒉 first occupancy pattern 

 

 

 

This example in Figure 11 has 1 group of occupied neighbor cells and 2 groups of empty 

neighbor cells. Red spheres are the centers of 14 faces of the center TO. Blue flat lines connect 

the face centers of 6 faces-sharing occupied neighbor cells for the center TO. The connecting 

lines between centers of shared faces construct 2 triangles, and the connecting lines between the 

shared face centers and the center TO construct 2 irregular tetrahedrons. Thus, the algorithm 

removes the center cell because it encounters tetrahedrons in its first occupancy pattern.  
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An alternative way of presenting occupancy patterns for particular combination of 

occupied and empty groups includes rendering the face-sharing edges with tubes and different 

colors of spheres. The member of a group shares at least one edge with another member of the 

group. Each group of occupied cells is assigned to different color. The occupancy pattern 

example in Figure 12 has 2 occupied groups and 2 empty groups of neighbor cells. The face-

sharing edges of neighbor cells in the two occupied groups are represented with green and purple 

tubes, respectively. Red and blue spheres indicate the face centers of cells in two empty groups, 

and larger green and purple spheres indicate the face centers of cells in two occupied groups. 

Small black sphere is the centroid of the center cell. The green tubes connecting green spheres 

build four triangles. Consequentially tetrahedrons are constructed by connecting green spheres 

and black center sphere with flat green lines. Thus following 2D thinning algorithm, this center 

cell is removed. 
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Figure 12: Face-sharing Edges of 1539th occupancy pattern with representation of tubes and spheres 

 

 

 

Another illustration example in Figure 13 deals with 12350th occupancy pattern that 

consists of 1 occupied and 3 empty groups of neighbor cells. In this case, pink tubes and pink 

sphere indicate the face-sharing edges and the face center of the third occupied group. The center 
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cell will be removed because the connecting flat lines of the occupied face centers make 

tetrahedrons. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

Figure 13: Face-sharing edges of 12350th occupancy pattern with representation of tubes and spheres 
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3.5 Cell Patterns Description: Clustering 

Clustering is a stand-alone tool to obtain insight into data distribution. The visualization 

of clusters may unveil important information hidden in the data.  

In the context of truncated octahedron (TO) binning results, a cluster is a group of TO bin 

cells that are neighbor-to-neighbor connected with each other. If all of the cells are occupied in a 

cluster, then the cluster is called occupied cluster. Similarly, it is called empty cluster for the 

empty status of the cells. Some descriptive statistics for different type of clusters can be 

sequentially derived as follows: 

• Cluster size in term of cells for each occupied or empty cluster; 

• Cluster size in term of counts for each occupied cluster; 

• Number of clusters including both occupied and empty clusters; 

• Cluster type.  

There are two classifications of clusters: ‘I’ and ‘O’. The capital letter ‘I’ denotes the case 

that all of the cells in the cluster are surrounded with either occupied or empty cells. Letter ‘O’ 

denotes the case that the cluster contains at least one cell that is located on the edge of the bin 

space. It means that there is at least one cell that is not totally surrounded in the cluster. 

I created a generic function to classify patterns based on paths through occupied and 

empty list of neighbor cells. It identifies the occupied and empty clusters and computes the 

corresponding descriptive statistics. 

This clustering algorithm is a visual similarity-based algorithm. It produces a table 

presented below that consists of three parts: descriptive statistics of occupied clusters 

(Occupied), descriptive statistics of empty clusters (Empty) and checking (Checks).  
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Table 5: Table of truncated octahedron clustering output 

 

 

Occupied Cluster Empty Cluster Check (T/F) 

Cluster size (Cell) Cluster Size (Cell) Total Cell 

Cluster size (Count)  Total Count 

 

 

 

The first two parts of the output table include a matrix. The number of rows for each 

matrix denotes the cluster size for each type of cells. The last part is designed to check the 

accuracy of the outcomes obtained from the clustering algorithm. Such descriptive statistics 

could aid to seek unusual and interesting patterns of occupied and empty cells in all of !
!  

scatterplots for 𝑝 continuous variables. 
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CHAPTER 4. CONDITIONED STATISTICS AND VIEWS 

Truncated octahedron binning provides a 3D organized conditioning framework for 

computing and viewing local statistics. In this chapter, I introduce merging galaxy and protein 

folding simulation data sets. These serve in illustrating the use of truncated octahedron 

algorithms for data exploration. The graphics in this chapter make use of both Rgl and Glisten 

for 3D rendering. The use of the Rgl function in R is convenient since the truncated octahedron 

algorithms produce results for plotting in the same R environment. However Glisten is more 

supportive of interactive data exploration tasks.   

 

4.1 Merging Galaxy Simulation Background and Some Graphs 

Galaxies are fundamental unit for describing the large-scale structure of the universe. It is 

very common for galaxies to collide and interact with other galaxies. In fact, collisions and 

mergers between galaxies are one of the main elements that drive their formation and evolution 

over time. Most galaxies probably had interactions with other galaxies since the time they were 

formed. However, the dynamic history of most merging galaxies is not well understood. As sky 

surveys continue to capture images of interacting galaxies, simulations of their evolution help in 

understanding of how they have arrived at their observed state. 

The galaxy-merge simulation data used in this dissertation are results of simulations that 

model 54 specific pairs of interacting galaxies by reconstructing the orbit trajectories and 
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disturbed morphologies. They are based on the SPAM models developed in Dr. Anthony 

Holincheck’s (2013) dissertation research. SPAM stands for the Stellar Particle Animation 

Model. Dr. Allen Harvey provided the results of his restricted 3-body simulations to us.  He used 

Dr. Holincheck’s results as enabling simulation starting in his full N-body simulations that also 

include such factors as dark matter.  Dr. Allen Harvey (2015) discusses this in his dissertation.   

 The background of Dr. Anthony Holincheck’s research is of some interest. He and his 

advisor were key researchers in two Zooniverse projects. In Zooniverse projects, hundreds of 

thousands of people were involved in using their vision to perform tasks such as classification. 

For example a precursor Galaxy Zoo project used citizen scientists to classify over 1 million 

galaxies from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey and produced over 100 million classifications 

(Lintott et al. (2011) and Willett et al. (2011)). In some cases, results can be used to train 

computer vision algorithms. One result was a citizen scientist discover of a new class of galaxies. 

In Dr. Holincheck Galaxy Merger project, citizen scientists were involved in comparing 

sets of 8 Three-Body merging galaxy simulation views to a real merging galaxy photo that were 

centered in a 3 x 3 image layout. The task was to identify which, if any, of the surrounding 8 

simulation images roughly matched the photo. The project learned about the plausible fourteen 

simulation parameters for each of 54 merging galaxies. The result collections of simulation 

parameters for galaxies had too many variations. Dr. Holincheck’s sequel Zooniverse project 

called Merger Wars restricted attention to preferred previous simulation images and this yielded 

to better consensus simulation starting point parameters. His simulations sought to match photos 

of 54 merging galaxies. For each of his 54 merging galaxies simulations, he chose to treat the 

best match simulation as the 50th percentile of the simulation steps.  The data provided for each 

merging galaxy simulation consists of 101 steps from the 0!!  to the 100!! percentiles of the 
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simulation steps. That is, the simulations for each galaxy were continued well past the simulation 

that best matched the merging galaxy photo. Each simulation step involves 50,000 particles. For 

each particle, the data consists of six variables that indicate the position and its velocity: 

• x, y and z coordinates and 

• components of rotational velocity at each coordinate.  

The 3D position and velocity vectors are needed to describe the relative orbit of the two 

galaxies. Two of those variables, the X and Y separation distance of the two galaxies are 

determined by locating the galaxy centers in the image.  Both the particle locations and rotational 

velocities are of interest. 

I extracted the data of the 50th simulation step from the a31 merging galaxy data set. I 

computed the magnitude of the velocity based on the three velocity components for each particle, 

and this is used as a new variable to improve the color representation in a 3D plot. I mapped 

quintiles of velocity magnitudes into five different colors and produced a visual representation of 

all of the involved 50,000 particles rendering by Rgl as shown in Figure 14.  
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Figure 14: 50,000 particles in 50th time step for SPAM 31: 50th time step 

 

 

 

One striking feature of the data set is its spatial distribution. In Figure 14, the major part 

of the high-density regions includes the circular disk in the center connected to the blue spiral tail 

on the top. The near end region of the other blue spiral tail toward the bottom right is another red 

region where may be a high-density region. Rotation and filtering could reveal more about the 
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density and that region. Still, the goal of discovering patterns of interest is often compromised by 

the amount of overplotting. The overplotting hides point density and information that may be 

encoded in symbol shape, size and color. In Figure 14 the overplotting is limited to some extent 

because the pair of galaxies have a substantial planar structure that lies closely to the plane of the 

display.    

TO binning provides the basis for producing local summaries that facilitate pattern 

finding.  To produce Figure 15 shown below, I chose to bin the data using 35 truncated 

octahedron bin cells along x-axis. The axis lengths were kept proportional to the range their 

values. I encoded cell point counts using sphere size, computed the point velocity magnitude 

from the three velocity components, and then the average velocity for each cell. I used average 

velocity quintiles to define 5 color classes and encoded the class of membership using sphere 

using color. The purple and orange spheres in Figure 14 indicate high-density cells. The purple 

cells have higher density than the orange cells.   

 As a computational note, a function such as that computing average velocity magnitude 

can be easily applied for all cases. It is simply used for the case cell Ids to aggregate case 

variables and compute statistics such as the average velocity magnitude for each cell. 
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Figure 15: Binned plot rendered by spheres with sizes representing counts and colors representing the quintiles of 

velocity magnitudes for bin cells for SPAM 31: 50th time step 

 

 

The use of thinning algorithms can call attentions of interesting patterns in 3D densities. 

Sometimes, suspect or interesting pattern appear in low-density region of the data. This makes it 

desirable to have the option to limit the thinning for low-density regions as eventually illustrated 

in Figure 19. This can be done by protecting high-count cells that collectively contain an 
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approximate fraction of all cells counts from the erosion process. Figure 16 below features the 

high counts cells that contain approximately 75 percent of all particles. These are called 

protected cells.   

The 2D binning research of Carr (1991) identified 5 types of bin cells. The list below 

shows 5 types of cells and the colors used to encode four of types in subsequent examples: 

• Protected cells: Purple; 

• Isolated Cells: Yellow; 

• Eroded cells: Red 

• Skeletal cells: Green. 

• Empty surround singleton cells: Not shown here 

The empty surrounded singleton cells warrant comment. The values of three variables 

used binning cells may contain noise components. The presence of an empty surrounded cell 

may be a noise artifact. In part, because erosion also works from the inside out as well as outside 

in, such cells can make a substantial impact on skeletal structure. There is an option to treat such 

cells as present and protected. Glisten supports selecting and deselecting glyphs such as spheres 

using a category picker widget for each 3D viewed layer. The picker widget has been used in the 

production of the next set of pictures.   

Figure 16, 17, 18 and 19 show cell positions and encode counts using sphere sizes and 

cell classes using colors. The sequence of figures uses the class picker widget to feature different 

classes of cells. The high-count cells containing 75% of the data are excluded from consideration 

as suspect patterns. Then the TO erosion and thinning process remove selected low-density cells. 

The TO string (1D) thinning algorithm indicates that, in particular, cells are not eroded if they 

have only one neighbor or more than one groups of neighbors because their removal would crate 
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a locally disconnected cells. The thinning process produces skeletal structure as shown in Figure 

19, which depicts a relatively denser region of low-density cells in the bottom tail. Skeletal 

structure with connecting strings is presented in Figure 20.  

 

 

 
 

 
 

     

Figure 16: Protected high-count cells (purple) with 75% of cases for SPAM 31: 50th time step 
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Figure 17: The 16 yellow isolated cells have no occupied neighbor cells for SPAM 31: 50th time step 
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Figure 18: The red cells were eroded and removed by the string (1D) thinning structuring elements for SPAM 31: 

50th time step 
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Figure 19: Cells (green) that were eroded but kept by the string (1D) thinning structuring elements for SPAM31: 

50th time step 
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Figure 20: Protected (purple), isolated (yellow) and eroded (red) cells and skeleton strings (turquoise) for SPAM 31: 

50th time step 
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The 3D visualization of particle’s rotational velocity components in 3D, cell counts and 

average velocities can also be of interest. Figure 21 shows all the bin cells and Figure 22 is a 

Glisten snapshot made by filtering out the lower average velocity cells. 

Particle velocity is worth noting since it is required to define the relative orbit of the 

merging galaxies in terms of both the 3D position and rotational velocity. As each particle’s 

position and velocity are assigned, they are rotated with respect to the corresponding galaxies 

orientation angles. 

Figure 21 shows a bin plot of the rotational velocity for the 50!!  time step in the same 

merging galaxy simulation with quintiles of velocity represented by five colors. With the same 

defined protection level of 75%, the population of particles is recognized to be sparser on the 

boundaries of circular disks of two galaxies, as well as the sizes of spheres are smaller on the 

boundaries. Figure 22 further proves this observation by only presenting high-density cells. It 

shows that particles spread on the inner circle of the two galaxy disks have larger magnitude of 

velocity. Figure 23 locates the skeleton structure cells for the low density 25% of the data when 

the TO thinning and erosion algorithms are applied to velocity data. 
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Figure 21: Binned plot of velocity for SPAM 31: 50th time step 
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Figure 22: High-density region of velocity for SPAM 31: 50th time step 
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Figure 23: Skeletal structure of velocity for SPAM 31: 50th time step 

 

 

 

The occlusion problem in 2D visualization typically occurs when the sample size of 

overplotting points is large. It can be much worse in the 3D visualization. Lighting model 
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rendered objects take up x and y space. The use of ordinary lines to show structure has 

advantages because it takes up less pixel space therefore occludes fewer pixels. The use of 

lighting model rendered thin tubes takes up more pixels but does better in substantially 

conveying depth in print where stereo pairs and slow rotation depth are not available. Ware and 

Mitchel (2008) indicate the light model helps some even with the additional depth cues.  

The alternative visualization technique developed in this dissertation is to connect the TO 

cell center points with line segments. For instance, I drew line segments on skeleton cells of 3D 

velocity vector for the 50th step of merging galaxy simulation SPAM 31 as shown in Figure 24. 
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Figure 24: Skeletal structure of velocity with line segments for SPAM 31: 50th time step 
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4.2 Protein Folding Simulation Background and Some Graphs 

More examples developed to illustrate the new TO algorithms are based on a protein 

folding simulation data set, that was provided by Dr. Tatiana Maximova and Dr. Amarda Shehu 

from the department of computer science at George Mason University. 

The goal of their research is modeling structural transitions of a protein at equilibrium to 

understand function modulation. It is challenging due to the disparate spatio-temporal scales 

involved. Their focus is on signaling proteins, specifically on the Ras GTPases that is implicated 

in 25% of human cancers. Mapping the energy landscape of a protein provides an opportunity to 

extract information on its equilibrium dynamics.  

In protein structure modeling, evolutionary algorithms with domain-specific insight have 

been shown to rapidly locate the global minimum energy and reproduce the native protein 

structure (Olson, 2013). However, the protein structure space is multi-dimensional. When the 

focus is on multi-state proteins with complex multi-basin energy landscapes, the objective goes 

beyond rapidly locating one structural state and requires an exploration of the breadth of the 

structure space.  

Their methodology performs a principal component analysis to define a low-dimensional 

representation of the protein structure space. The variance-ordered principle components (PCs) 

are used as variables to represent a structure. Comparisons between the variable space and the 

structure space of a given protein sequence make it computationally feasible to map and query 

the structure space of a protein by techniques that operate on the variable space. In all the 

investigated proteins, the top 4 PCs capture about 80% of the dynamics. The low energy basin is 

of interest and a genetic algorithm was involved in their study to search for local minimum 

energy.  
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Locating low-energy basin is one focus in Dr. Tatiana Maximova and Dr. Amarda 

Shehu’s research. A basin, visually corresponding to a valley in the energy landscape, contains 

structures with similar energies. The set of structures mapped to the same basin represents a 

particular protein state. These states can be thermodynamically stable or semi-stable, depending 

on the width and depth of the corresponding basin. A protein may spend more time in a wider 

and deeper basin (the state is stable) than in a narrower and shallower basin (the state is semi-

stable) (Okazaki et al. 2006). Energy barriers between basins regulate the time it takes for a 

protein to switch between basins (Boehr et. al 2009). More detailed reviews of energy landscapes 

and motions of proteins are referred to Frauenfelder et al. (1991). 

From the perspective of visualization and graphics, the goal is to look at energy as a 

function with a domain of 10 PCs and to utilize graphical techniques to analyze a computed map 

of protein structure and to expose interesting features of an energy landscape, such as basins and 

barriers.  

There are three simulation data sets that are produced by three algorithms in their 

research. The entire simulation-produced data set has 179,530 cases and 11 variables, along with 

10 PCs and energy. It is impractical to directly view a function of 10 variables.  However, 

projections of the multi-dimensional map of protein structure onto top three PCs can help to gain 

some insights in energetic features that can be thought as low-energy basins and energy barriers. 

I utilize a simulation data set that was produced by “NoInit” algorithm to produce the 

following examples in this section. I partitioned the 3D space into truncated octahedrons for 

domains of PC1, PC2 and PC3 as shown in Figure 25, and then I computed the minimum energy 

for the cases in each cell. One sphere is drawn at the centroid of each cell. The color and size of 

sphere indicate levels of counts in each cell. The large red spheres correspond to large amount of 
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counts, the smaller green-blue spheres correspond moderate amount of counts and pink spheres 

show the remaining cell centers with small amount of counts.  

In order to locate low-energy basins, I set a threshold of -5000 kcal/mol and connected 

the cells whose minimum low-energy values are less than -5000 kcal/mol with their minimum 

low-energy neighbor cells. I utilized tubes to render the connecting line segments to mitigate the 

visual problem of occlusion in large sample size as shown in Figure 26.  

The protein energy landscape study also includes a set of reference values for 

experimentally known structures and makes comparisons with the simulation-produced data sets. 

The set of values consists of 691 cases and 11 variables including 10 PCs and energy. I encoded 

the reference data points using red spheres in Figure 27, 28 and 29.  

A 3D binning option produces bin cell Ids for individual cases. This supports cell-based 

calculations for additional variables such as energy. The cell aggregation results here feature the 

calculated minimum energy for each cell. To support neighbor cell-to-neighbor cell operations, 

the TObin3d package include a function producing a matrix with cell Ids as rows and 14 columns 

containing their first neighbor cell ids. A single special indicates that the neighbor cell is outside 

the binning space. To explore the minimum energy basins and energy barriers, I found seed cells 

whose energy minimum smaller than all of its neighbor cells. With multiple seeds, a multiple 

path producing list-based algorithm found the neighbor cells with minimum energy. These 

became new seed cells and the original seed calls removed and marked as visited so were no 

longer considered. Various energy starting and stopping rules can be used in addition to the 

stopping when there are no more available first neighbor cells. More generally cells can connect 

to more than one first neighbor at each step.     
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Figure 27 is a production of connected line segments represented by green-blue tubes for 

domains of top 3 PCs. I mapped the reference data points to the low-energy basin structure to 

check the impact of connected edges in aiding to locate the energy basins. In this plot, three big 

bunches of reference points are bounded by the green-blue tubes on the left side and are 

classified as three low-energy basins. There are some red spheres dispersing on the right side 

because either these cells have dissimilar low-energy values or they are isolated cells so that the 

connected tubes cannot be drawn. Rendering the connecting line segments using spheres or dots 

can construct visible low-energy basins for such isolated cells. In addition, the resulting plot is 

strictly influenced by the value of threshold. Thus more thoughts can be put into the choice of 

low-energy threshold.  

Figure 28 provides a 3D margin view of the low-energy basins for domain of PC1, PC2 

and PC4 under the threshold of -5000	  kcal/mol. Red spheres are reference low-energy data 

points. There are less big bunches of reference data points that are bounded by the tubes than 

those in domains of top 3 PCs (Figure 27). However, some basins of cells that have similar value 

of low-energy are still visible on the left part of the plot.  

Another interesting finding in protein structure is the exploration of the low-energy 

barriers. Barriers can help to track the deepest sense of low-energy that opposes the energy 

folding in protein energy structure. I constructed barriers by connecting the minimum low-

energy cells with their maximum low-energy neighbor cells using tubes. Figure 29 shows the 

energy surface barriers (yellow tubes) of low-energy basins with mapped reference data points 

(red spheres) for domains of top 3 PCs.  

In this application, I developed algorithms that support operations including the 

construction of neighbor-to-neighbor operations and demonstrated the use for tasks other than 
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thinning such as locating low-energy basins and barriers. The results show the efficiency of TO 

binning in aid to expose interesting features of an energy landscape.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 25: Bin plot of low-energy structure for domains of the top 3 PCs 
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Figure 26: Low-energy basins mapped by tubes for domain of top 3 PCs 
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Figure 27: Paths in Low-energy basins (blue tubes) with natives (red) for the domain of top 3 PCs at a energy 

threshold of -5000 kcal/mol 
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Figure 28: Paths in low-energy basins (green tubes) with natives (red) for the domain of PC1, PC2 and PC4 at a 

energy threshold of -5000 kcal/mol 
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Figure 29: High energy seeking paths (yellow tubes) potentially associated with energy barriers and mapping with 

natives (red) for domains of the top 3 PCs at a energy threshold of -5000 kcal/mol 
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CHAPTER 5.  COGNOSTICS 

It is challenging to understand multidimensional data sets in exploratory data analysis as 

the number of variables grows. This issue can be partially addressed by showing only the subset 

of “interesting” variables. John and Paul Tukey (1985) suggested cognostics to help prioritizing 

graphs for most interesting or suspect patterns. Cognostics are visualization metrics that permit 

computer to “judge the relative interest of different displays” (Johan and Paul Tukey, 1985). 

However, the transition from this general idea to interpretative applications is non-trivial. While 

some patterns draw attention due to the graphic design and the corresponding operation of pre-

attentive vision in the eye-brain system, some patterns have generic interpretive interest to 

statistical analysts, and some patterns are recognized as important due to their subject matter 

context. There are also some important patterns that may be difficult for human eye to detect 

without major graphics redesign but can be detected using algorithms.  

The original work of the John and Paul Tukey focused on prioritizing the view of 

scatterplots in a large scatterplot matrix, but it is clear that they expected it to have a wider range 

of applications. Wilkinson et al. (2006) demonstrate scagnostics applications in multivariate 

sorting, clustering, and outlier identification in 2D. Therefore, I extended the 2D thinning 

cognostics illustrated in Carr (1991) to 3D and considered the use of alternative image 

processing structuring elements. Following previous 2D examples, I included the option to 

restrict cognostics calculations to low-density regions. This chapter addresses cognostics and 

visualizations that are built based on structure revealing algorithms.  
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5.1 String Thinning Cognostics 

 

Cognostics are computed from data. In a sense we compute them from virtual plots. 

However, since the purpose of cognostics is often the prioritization of graphics for production 

and human review, it is important to produce cognitively accessible plots. This dissertation 

utilizes TO binning to improve the performance of 3D graphs. TO binning reduces the 

anisotropy associated with local neighborhoods because TO is the nearest neighbor region of the 

body-centered cube (BCC) lattice. This bias reduction is important for keeping cognostics 

orientation-independent.  

The 3D low-density patterns produced by the set of new algorithms demonstrated in 

previous chapter can call attention to infrequent events that are of interest. Density patterns, in 

particular, the skeletal structures may provide new insights. Therefore, I compute thinning 

cognostic on skeleton plots obtained from the implementation of string (1D) thinning algorithm 

and planar (2D) thinning algorithm, respectively. The interest here is the geometric aspects of 

shape among scattered points. We want to know, for example, weather a set of scattered points in 

3D space appears to be connected, sparse, inflated and so forth. The new stringy measures allow 

us to make such inferences. 

A stringy shape is a skinny shape with no branches. Wilkinson (2006) develops a string 

measure based on the ratio of width to length of a network in his work of 2D graph-theoretic 

scagnostics. Most of Wilkinson’s work of scagnostics uses hexagon binning to address the large 

sample size problem. If the longest shortest path through a minimum spanning tree is almost as 

long as the sum of all the edges in the tree itself, then the tree is path-like of stringy. A spanning 

tree is an undirected graph whose edges are structured as a tree. A minimum spanning tree is a 
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spanning tree whose total length is least of all spanning trees on a given set of points (Kruskal 

1956).  

Skeleton is a geometrically derived summary statistics. There is no particular need for the 

skeleton to be linear because of its geometric inspiration. Thus skeleton is a highly flexible non-

linear and nonparametric generalization of the classic regression curve. 

With respect to the TO-binned data, the string thinning cognostic is defined as the 

fraction of cells left after thinning divided by the number of cells subject to thinning. In other 

word, the measure of interest for such skeleton plot is defined as the ratio of number of skeletal 

cells to the sum of skeletal and erosion removed cells. The implementations of string cognostics 

are demonstrated in following two sections. 

 

5.2 Merging Galaxy Simulation with String Thinning Cognostics  

 

For the 101 simulation time steps of merging galaxy simulation data, the dissertation 

describes ringing in the early simulation time steps for some of the merging galaxies. The word 

‘ringing’ means that some particles bounce back and forth between extremely different locations 

for a while. Soon the simulation settles down. The string thinning cognostics provides a measure 

to help detecting the best match simulation step. 

Each galaxy simulation was recorded at 101 time steps during the course of the 

simulation. It is interesting to look at the time series of cognostic on the fly as the simulation 

model runs. I computed string cognostics for each simulation time step of merging galaxy 

simulation SPAM 31 under protection rates of 0, 0.75, 0.85, and 0.9. The time series plot of 
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string cognostics thing is presented in Figure 30. I encoded time series with various colors for 

different protection classes. The resulting plot depicts the following features of the data: 

• The simulation process produced more string structures in low-density regions as 

the simulation time steps increase, i.e., the low-density region is getting more ‘stringy’ as 

the simulation runs; 

• When the high-count cells are not removed from the consideration of pattern 

detection, the low-density region is more ‘stringy’ than the cases that the high-count cells 

are protected, in particular at early steps of simulation. 

• It is interesting to observe the rapid changing of string structure around the 50!! 

time step. 

• Roughly before the 50!! time step, the low-density region at lower protection rate 

is more ‘stringy’ than that at higher protection rate, and it is reverse for steps processed 

the 50!!  percentile. 
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         Figure 30: Time series of string thinning cognostics for merging galaxy simulation SPAM 31: 𝟓𝟎𝒕𝒉 time step 
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5.3 Protein Folding Simulation with String Thinning Cognostics 

 

There are 10 PCs in the protein energy folding simulation based on energy. It is worth 

noting to compare the groups of ‘virtual’ plots based on their cognostics. Descriptive statistics of 

the groups of cognostics can be computed in order to make group comparability, such as, mean 

and mean with confidence intervals. Based on the understanding of how PCs are built and 

ordered in principle component analysis, a fairly reasonable conjecture is that the greater 

variance of PCs tends to be associated with higher linear skeleton percent.  

I compared PC1 with PC10 for the simulation data set that was produced by algorithm 

“noInit” in the protein folding simulation data set. There are !
! = 28 pairs of PCs with PC1 as 

the first of the triples and 28 more with PC10 as the first of the triples. I computed the string 

thinning cognostics for each group of 28 triples of PCS and made a row-labeled plot with 28 

pairs of PCs showing 28 arrows.  

In Figure 31, blue dots represent cognostics values for triples of PCs that start with PC1 

and arrowheads represent cognostics values for triples of PCs that start with PC10. The plot 

pattern shows that almost all of the arrows point to the right. It means that there are more string 

structures in low-density regions as domains change from PC1 to PC10 and supports the 

conjecture. The arrowhead of the triple combination of PC10, PC5, and PC7 is on the rightmost 

position. It is reasonable to assume that the plot of PC10, PC5 and PC7 has the most string 

structure in x, y and z coordinate than other 27 triples starting with either PC1 and PC10.  
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Figure 31: Comparison of string thinning cognostics between PC1 and PC10 
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

Rendered three-dimensional graphics have supported visual exploration of three variables 

in terms of data density and four variables with one variable treated as a function of the other 

three. However, the use in 3D statistical data exploration has been limited by several factors that 

include occlusion, large sample sizes, many variables, limited tools in statistical software and the 

declining role of human input in the model building process. This research extends an old 

approach of addressing large sample sizes in 2D, hexagon binning. Rather than binning into 

cubes or rectangular parallelepipeds, this research uses 3D binning into truncated octahedrons. 

This is superior to cubes in terms of quantization because it has a smaller dimensionless second 

moment about the center and has the geometry advantage that all neighbor bin cells share faces. 

The use of rendered 3D graphics that are binned based on conditioning study addresses the 

problem of overplotting and plotting speed. The discrete bin cells support the use of image 

process algorithms such as gray-level thinning. Multiple plots arise in many scenarios such as 

selecting time steps in a simulation, comparing multiple simulations and comparing triples 

selected from multivariate data.    

Truncated octahedron algorithms developed in this research help to reveal graphical 

features. I developed density-based image processing algorithms such as 1D thinning and 2D 

thinning to help analysts to identify graphic features in data set with fairly large sample size or 

moderate number of variables. 
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I developed algorithms that support operations including the construction of neighbor-to-

neighbor computation to find the neighbors quickly for tasks other than thinning, such as 

locating low-energy basins and energy barrier in protein folding simulation example.  

I produced a string thinning cognostics to prioritize plots of most interest and explore 

structure properties in visualizing multivariate data in 3D. This research has developed new 

thinning algorithms and corresponding cognostics. There is room for more 3D cognostics 

algorithms and demonstrating with more work. 

The research demonstrates the methodology using data from two simulation studies. 

Some dissertation examples illustrate importing the R results into 3D graphics software with 

more dynamic interaction features. Some of the rendering results are line segments that reduce 

occlusions problems and coupled with filters support visualizing structure in 3D. In addition, 

rendering with tubes and spheres instead of lines and dots provides a sense of depth in 3D 

graphics. 

The approach in this dissertation opens up several directions for future research. One 

direction concerns the application of cognostics. Cognostics has a broad scope of applications 

involving the applications focused on observational data, and applications focused on computer-

generated output of Monte Carlo studies. Computer outputs also need to be examined for 

inconsistencies and scanned for patterns that lead to new insights. Cognostic measures can be 

defined from different aspects of scattered points, for example, density, shape, and association.  

Another direction concerns binning. Binning is fast and can accommodate very large 

samples sizes. However, very large samples often come with expectations of high resolution 

binning. The dissertation has not addressed guided visual traversal high-resolution bin spaces, so 

limit sample size claims. Moreover, the choice of bin size is usually constrained by efficiency 
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and sensitivity. If there are too many bins, calculations of the geometric graphs will slow down. 

In contrast, if there are too few bins, features in the 3D plots will be obscured. Therefore, it 

requires that users define the bin resolution with more considerations. One practical method is to 

transform the original data for example, log transformation, to obtain higher binning resolution. 

Further, binning, like other aggregation methods, can affect statistical estimates. Freedman 

(1999) reports a well-known instance of such an effect is the ecological correlation. Coarse 

binning can make dense data points look sparse, and make non-convex distributions look 

convex, and so on. Thus, attentions need to pay on applying a stabilizing transformation on the 

3D cognostics computed from binned data to attenuate the influence of binning.  

It is worth noting that the new structure finding patterns ideally should not depend on 

variable order. However, this may occur when erosion process empties more than one cell in an 

erosion cycle. The thinning order of these emptied cells can make a difference when they are 

neighbor cells or share neighbors.  The order they are visited is related to the algorithms of the 

linear ordering of cells and depends on the binning order. 

Moreover, it is logically straightforward to extend Carr’s truncated octahedron binning 

idea to 4D space filling using a regular polytope known as 24-cell. This is more elegant than 

truncated octahedrons in the sense that all of 24 faces are octahedrons, however, the thinning 

criteria become more complicated. The binning algorithm has the same structure. The book 

keeping algorithms also have the same structure when the arrays can accommodate 

2!"   16,777,216  rows. If not, more work will be required. Two of the challenges are to 

understand the varieties of first neighbor cell occupancy pattern that can be used in thinning and 

to develop understandable graphical representations.  
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I produced an R package involving a collection of functions that bin data, compute 

cognostics, and render results using Rgl or other software (Glisten). The developed R package 

opens the door of exploration using 3D graphics.  

While this dissertation focuses on the first occupancy pattern of TOs, an alternative use 

of the second occupancy patterns of TOs can be involved for the sequence of iterated image 

processing operations such as iterated smoothing and planar thinning following by string 

thinning.  

It is also interesting to make 3D condition plots based on conditional variables. For 

instance, the map computed for the protein folding simulation data can be visualized via TO bin 

plots along PC1, PC2 and PC3 conditioning on the first quartile of PC6, PC7 and PC8 that are 

one of the 35 triples of PCs, and the string thinning cognostics can be adapted to identify 

interesting data patterns. 
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APPENDIX – R PACKAGE 

A.1 R Package Summary 

 

The new R package called “TObin3d”, as a product of this dissertation, supports the 

operations of binning the 3D data into truncated octahedrons (TOs), plotting skeletal structure of 

low-density regions by Rgl and computing string thinning (1D) cognostics.  

Table A1 and A2 summarize the TO functions of binning and gray-level image 

processing operators along with structuring pattern vectors included in “TObin3d”.  
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Table A 1: 3D binning and density-based image processing operators in “TObin3d” 

 

 

TO Functions 

Function Name                                        Task 

TObin Bin into TOs, retain cell Ids for all cases 

TOcenter Compute cell centers 

TOcluster 

Classify patterns based on paths through occupied and empty 

list of neighbor cells 

TOerode Compute cell erosion order and eroded cells Ids 

TOneib 

Compute all neighbor cell Ids for all cells in the binning 

space 

TOplot Rgl rendered plot using TOs as symbols 

TOprotect Protect high-count bin cells 

TOisolate Identify and remove isolate bin cells 

TOsphere Rgl rendered plot using spheres as symbols 

TOsmooth Count preserving first neighbor based density smoothing 

TOoccupy Generate all possible occupancy patterns 

TOvertices Generate a list of vertex indices for TOs 

TOtubes Plot TOs using tubes to provide depth sense 

TOplotOcc Plot face centers and shared edges for occupied and empty 
group using spheres and tubes 
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Table A 2: Structuring patterns 

 

 

Structuring Pattern Vectors 

Vector Name Task 

TOthin1d Find skeletal cells with string structure 

TOthin2d Find skeletal cells with planar structure 

 

 

 

A.2 R Package Documentations 

A.2.1 Binning 3D Data into Truncated Octahedron Cells 
 

Description 

TObin is a function to bin the three-dimensional data using truncated octahedrons. It creates a 

"TObin" object including components of a cell Id, cell means for x, y and z coordinates, and a 

count of points falling in each occupied cell. 

 

Usage 

ToBin (x, nMin=20, cube=FALSE, f=1.000001, caseCellId = FALSE)  

Arguments 

x: A numeric matrix with three columns as variables to be binned 

nMin: Number of cells to cover the axis of the range of variable with the smallest 
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range 

cube: Logical indicating if the variables ranges should be scaled into cube 

f=1.000001: Fraction by which expands the actual range of the data set 

caseCellId: Logical indicating if the cell Ids for each case should be returned 

 

Details 

Approximately nMin+1 truncated octahedrons will cover each axis when the ranges of the three 

variables are scaled into cubes; Approximately nMin+1 truncated octahedrons will cover the axis 

for the variable with the smallest range when the variable ranges are not scaled into cubes. The 

scaling uses each variable's range to approximately determine the aspect ratios for the plot. 

Scaling the data into BCC lattice space, f expands the actual range of the data by a very small 

fraction. This is to guarantee that these points near neighbor region of the lattice points include 

all the points near the edge of the lattice space. 

 

Value  

count: counts for non-empty truncated octahedron cells only. 

xMean: bin cell means for variable X. 

yMean: bin cell means for variable Y. 

zMean: bin cell means for variable Z. 
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A.2.2 Compute Center Coordinates for Bin Cells 
 

Description 

TOcenter is a function to compute the center coordinates for each bin cell after binning the data 

with function TObin. 

Usage 

TOcenter (x, na.rm = FALSE) 

Arguments 

x: TObin object with components of a bin cell Id, a count for non-empty cells, 

bin cell means at each coordinate 

na.rm: Logical indicating if NA's should be omitted 

Details 

TOcenter returns to a matrix with centers of each occupied bin cell at x, y and z coordinates. 

Results can be stored and used to produce standard 3D plots in Rgl. 

A.2.3 Compute Neighbor Indices for All Occupied Bin Cells 
 

Description 

TOneib is a function to compute the neighbor cells indices for all possible truncated octahedron 

(TO) cells. Each TO has 14 face sharing neighbor cells including 6 unit square face-sharing 

neighbors and 8 regular hexagon face-sharing neighbors. 

Usage 

TOneib (ie, je ke)   

Arguments 
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|ie|: Maximum value at x coordinate starting at 0. 

|je|: Maximum value at y coordinate starting at 0. 

|ke|: Maximum value at of z coordinate starting at 0. 

Details 

Integers i, j and k are used to reference truncated octahedrons. The bin space construction bounds 

the i, j, k integer values by [0, ie], [0, je] and [0, ke] respectively. 

Uses "jklFact", one of the attributes generated by function TObin, to compute ie, je and ke.   

ie = jklFact[1]-1, je = jklFact[2]/jklFact[1]-1, ke = jklFact[3]/jklFact[2]-1. 

TOcenter returns to a matrix with 14 columns representing cell indices of 14 neighbors for all 

possible bin cells generated by TO binning algorithm. 

 

A.2.4 Protect High-count Bin Cells 
 

Description 

TOprotect is a function to protect high-count cells from erosion and thinning process at a 

protection fraction (f) 

Usage 

TOprotect (x, f=0.95)  

Arguments 

x: "TObin" object generated by TObin function 

f: Protection rate f=0.95 (default) 

Details 
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Cells with counts that are f of all counts are protected. 

TOprotect returns to a vector of protected cells Ids. 

 

A.2.5 Identify and remove Isolated Bin Cells 
 

Description 

TOisolate is a function to remove isolated cells that have no occupied neighbor cells before 

erosion and thinning process.  

Usage 

TOisolate (x)  

Arguments 

x: TObin object generated by TObin function 

  

Details 

A bin cell is identified as an isolated cell when all of its 14 neighbor cells are empty, i.e., all of 

its surfaces are exposed. 

TOisolate returns to a vector of isolated cells Ids. Store the Ids and removal orders for graphics 

 

A.2.6 Gray-level Erosion of Truncated Octahedron Bin Cells 
 

Description 

The gray-level erosion algorithm removes count from each truncated octahedron (TO) cell in 

proportion to the area of its exposed faces. Remove empty cells, record the removed cells Ids and 
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update the cells that are subject to erosion. Repeat iteratively until all TOs with counts are 

removed. The erosion algorithm computes cell erosion order for graphics. 

Usage 

TOerode (x)  

Arguments 

x: TObin object generated by TObin function 

Details 

The algorithm performs gray-level erosion on non-protected TO cells. Each erosion cycle 

removes counts from cells.  

The algorithm choses the multiple so at least one cell will be emptied on each erosion cycle. The 

most exposed cells are removed first, i.e., cells with fewer neighbors. Cells with lower counts 

have preference to be moved first. 

TOerode returns to a vector of eroded cells Ids. Store the Ids and removal orders on the list of 

removed cells. 

 

A.2.7 Gray-level String Thinning of Truncated Octahedron Bin Cells 
 

Description 

Thinning is one of the important gray-level image processing operator that depends on the first 

neighbor occupancy pattern of TOs. The thinning algorithm thin truncated octahedron (TO) cells 

into string structure in 1D.  

TOthin1d is a structuring pattern vector to determine the cell structure membership (kept or 

removed) when erosion empties a cell. Only selected cells are subject to erosion. 
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Usage 

TOthin1d (x)  

Arguments 

x:        Indices of first occupancy patterns for all bin cells 

Details 

A neighbor cell is defined to belong to a group if it shares at least one face with another member 

of the group. 

Basic rule for keeping empty cells based on first occupancy patterns: 

1) Keep if it is only 1 neighbor cell 

2) Keep if it has more than 1 group of neighbor cells (i.e., the removal do not break the 

connection between groups of occupied cells). 

TOthin1d returns to a logical vector of TRUE and FALSE; TRUE means the cell is a skeletal 

cell and should be kept to construct the string structure. 

Value 

A logical vector of TRUE and FALSE 

 

A.2.8 Gray-level Planar Thinning of Truncated Octahedron Bin Cells 
 

Description 

The thinning algorithm thin truncated octahedron (TO) cells into planar structure in 2D based on 

first occupancy patterns. TOthin2d is a structuring pattern vector to determine the cell structure 

membership (kept or removed) when erosion empties a cell. Only selected cells are subject to 

erosion. 
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Usage 

TOthin2d (x)  

Arguments 

x:         Indices of first occupancy patterns for all bin cells 

Details 

A TO vertex can be viewed as the intersection of three face-sharing edges. Center points of 

shared faces of a TO build a triangle. The connection between center points of shared faces and 

the center cell's centroid build a tetrahedron.  

Rules for removing empty cells based on first occupancy patterns: 

1) Remove if it has exactly one neighbor cell 

2) Remove if it and its three occupied neighbor cells form tetrahedrons 

TOthin2d returns to a logical vector of TRUE and FALSE; TRUE means the cell is a skeletal 

cell and should be kept to construct the planar structure. 

Value 

A logical vector of TRUE and FALSE 

 

A.2.9 Gray-level Smoothing of Truncated Octahedron Bin Cells 
 

Description 

TOsmooth is a function to smooth the density estimates (TO bin cells) based on first occupancy 

patterns.  

Usage 

TOsmooth (x, wts = c(14, rep(1,6), rep(1,8)))  
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Arguments 

x Object of TObin, resulting from the function TObin 

wts Numeric vector of length 3 for relative weights of the center cell, 6 square face-

sharing neighbor cells and 8 hexagon face-sharing neighbor cells 

Details 

For each occupied bin cell, the smoothing algorithm uses 1 center weight (wts[1] = cenwt), 6 

square weights (wts[2] = sqwt) and 8 hexagon weights (wts[3] = hexwt) to smooth the counts of 

center cell and its 14 neighbor cells. By default, cenwt = 14, sqwt = 1, hexwt = 1. 

Each bin cell count is replaced with a weight average of the count and counts in its first neighbor 

cells. Distribute 0 weight to its empty neighbor cells and add missing weight to the center cell 

weight. 

Value 

A matrix with components of a bin cell Id, a smooth count and cell means for x, y and z 

coordinate respectively. 

Note 

The gray-level smoothing algorithm can be iterated based on more occupancy patterns. 

 

A.2.10 Compute Clusters of Occupied and Empty Bin Cells 
 

Description 
TOcluster is a function to compute clusters of occupied and empty truncated octahedron (TO) 

cells. 

Usage 

TOcluster (x)  
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Arguments 

x         Object of TObin, resulting from the function TObin 

Details 

A cluster is a group of bin cells that are neighbor-to-neighbor connected with each other. 

Two cluster types: "I" means all cells in the cluster are surrounded with either occupied or empty 

neighbor cells. "O" means the cluster contains at least one cell that locates on the edge of the bin 

space.  

 

Value 

cCells   Cluster size in term of cells for each occupied or empty cluster 

cType   Cluster type 

cCases   Cluster size in term of counts for each occupied cluster 

 

 

A.2.11 Plot Truncated Octahedron (TO) Binned Data 
 

Description 

TOplot is a function to plot TO-binned data using centered TOs. It is the truncated octahedron-

plotting engine from the plot method for TObin objects. 

Usage 

TOplot (x, centroid = TRUE, xlab, ylab, zlab, minCnt = 1, minSize = 0.1,  

maxSize = 1, nColors = 5,  colBreaks = seq (0, 1, length = nColors+1),  ncol = 

rev(rainbow(nColors)) ...)  

Arguments 

x Object of TObin, resulting from the function TObin 
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centriod Default = TRUE: center the truncated octahedrons on the body centered 

cube lattice points. If FALSE: center the truncated octahedrons based on the 

means of data points in truncated octahedrons 

minCnt Default = 1: Do not plot truncated octahedrons with smaller counts; 

minSize Default = 0.1: Use this size fraction to represent the smallest count. 

maxSize Default = 1: Use this size fraction to represent the largest count. 

nColors Default = 5. 

colBreaks Default = seq(0, 1, nColors+1) 

Note: color subscripts are based on fraction of the cell counts relative to the 

maximum count. 

col Default = rev(rainbow(nColors)) 

FOV Default = 0 Field of view 

... Additional arguments affecting the plot 

  

 

A.2.12 Plot Truncated Octahedron (TO) Binned Data Using Spheres 
 

Description 

TOsphere is a function to plot TO-binned data using centered spheres. It is the truncated 

octahedron-plotting engine from the spheres3d method for TObin object. 

Usage 

TOsphere (x, centroid = TRUE, xlab, ylab, zlab, minCnt = 1, minSize = 0.1,  
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maxSize = 1, sizeReduce = 5, nColors = 5, power = 1, colBreaks = seq (0, 1, length = 

nColors+1), col = rev(rainbow(nColors)) ... )  

Arguments 

x Object of TObin, resulting from the function TObin 

centriod Default = TRUE: center the truncated octahedrons on the body centered 

cube lattice points. If FALSE: center the truncated octahedrons based on 

the means of data points in truncated octahedrons 

minCnt Default = 1: do not plot truncated octahedrons with smaller counts; 

minSize Default = 0.1: use this size fraction to represent the smallest count. 

maxSize Default = 1: use this size fraction to represent the largest count. 

sizeReduce Default = 4 size factor for multiplying the sphere sizes 

nColors Default = 5. 

colBreaks Default = seq(0, 1, nColors+1) 

Note: color subscripts are based on fraction of the cell counts relative to the 

maximum count. 

col Default = rev(rainbow(nColors)) 

FOV Default = 0 Field of view 

... Additional arguments affecting the plot 

Details 

TOsphere function could be added to TOplot as an option along with an additional argument to 

scale the sphere size. The other arguments are the same. 
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